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Time frame february 13 - 17 and 20 - 24 2017

based on the monitoring 

of tV news programmes
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•	 The	 results	 provided	 in	 this	 report	 were	
obtained	from	the	analysis	of	TV	news	pro-
grammes	broadcast	in	the	periods	from	the	
13th	 to	 the	 17th	 and	 from	 the	 20th	 to	 the	
24th	February	2017,	i.e.	during	a	total	of	10	
days.	The	goal	of	the	analysis	was	to	estab-
lish	how	national	TV	stations	are	reporting	
on	 the	democratic	processes	 in	 the	county	
and	whether	they	present	a	balanced	over-
view	 of	 the	 differing	 political	 standpoints.	
The	 news	 programmes	 of	 12	 TV	 stations	
were	analysed:	MTV1,	MTV2,	Sitel,	Telma,	24	
Vesti,	Kanal	5,	Alfa,	Alsat	M	(in	Macedonian	
and	in	Albanian),	TV	21	(in	Macedonian	and	
in	Albanian)	and	TV	Nova.

•	 The	 analysis	was	 implemented	 in	 a	 period	
when	 the	 establishment	 of	 a	 new	 govern-
ment	cabinet	was	still	uncertain,	since	 the	
negotiations	 between	 VMRO-DPMNE	 and	
DUI	 have	 failed,	 and	 SDSM	 have	 submit-
ted	67	signatures	to	the	President	of	State,	
in	 expectation	 to	 receive	 the	 mandate	 for	
constituting	a	Government.	The	monitoring	
period	ended	before	March	1st,	when	Ivanov	
announced	that	he	will	not	be	handing	the	
mandate	over	to	any	party,	thus	deepening	
the	crisis.	Hence,	this	topic	was	prevalent	in	
the	10	days	of	observation;	however	individu-
al	TV	stations	differed	in	the	number	of	pub-
lished	reports	and	in	the	way	in	which	they	
approached	the	topic.	TV21,	Alsat	M	and	Si-
tel,	published	the	most	reports	on	this	topic	
in	their	news,	while	for	TV	stations	24	Vesti,	

MTV	2	and	Kanal	5	the	topic	most	frequently	
covered	was	the	work	of	public	institutions	
(however,	 from	 a	 differing	 perspective).	 In	
the	news	on	Alfa,	this	topic	(23)	was	less	pre-
sented	 than	 the	 promotion	 of	 the	 projects	
and	 measures	 of	 the	 current	 government	
and	of	other	institutions,	such	as	municipal-
ities	(41).	Due	to	the	technical	status	of	the	
Government	and	the	uncertainty	of	organiz-
ing	the	upcoming	local	elections,	these	an-
nouncements	from	officials,	mainly	coming	
from	 the	 party	 VMRO-DPMNE,	 could	 only	
be	seen	as	party	promises,	although	outside	
the	period	of	election	campaign.	Apart	from	
MTV1,	24	Vesti,	Kanal	5	and	Alfa,	where	the	
entity	dominantly	presented	 in	 the	reports	
was	VMRO-DPMNE,	with	other	TV	stations	
most	of	the	reports	were	about	SDSM,	which	
was	due	to	the	shift	in	focus	in	the	cabinet	
negotiations	process	onto	this	party.		

•	 The	basic	feature	of	the	central	news	of	the	
first	programme	service	of	the	Macedonian	
Television	 was	 straightforward	 (sterile)	 re-
porting,	without	delving	into	topics	of	pub-
lic	 interest	 and	 critical	 observation	 of	 the	
work	of	institutions,	nor	was	any	opinion	of	
an	 entity	 presented	 as	 prevalent	 over	 oth-
ers.	 When	 covering	 the	 activities	 of	 main	
political	entities,	in	terms	of	number	of	pub-
lished	reports,	the	Public	Service	aired	more	
reports	 about	 VMRO-DPMNE	 and	 the	 gov-
ernment	officials	from	this	party	(66)	as	op-
posed	to	the	reports	about	SDSM	and	their	
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government	officials	 (42).	Approximately	 10	
instances	of	favourizing	of	the	party	VMRO-
DPMNE	 were	 observed,	 all	 by	 promoting	
projects	of	government	institutions	that	are	
headed	by	people	from	this	party.	
The	Second	Programme	Service	–	MTV	2,	in-
formed	about	all	significant	political	events	
in	 the	 county,	 although	 a	mild	 inclination	
could	 be	 observed	 towards	 topics	 that	 are	
of	 interest	 to	 the	Albanian	 ethnic	 commu-
nity,	which	was	also	reflected	in	the	number	
of	reports	–	73	(the	most	reports)	about	the	
party	DUI.	

•	 Due	to	the	current	situation,	this	time	the	in-
tensity	of	reporting	about	non-party	entities	
was	much	smaller.	The	most	common	such	
entity	 in	 the	 news	 was	 the	 Special	 Public	
Prosecutor‘s	Office,	and	most	of	the	reports	
regarded	 their	 work,	 and	 less	 often	 it	 was	
mentioned	in	the	context	of	ongoing	political	
negotiations.	 Divided	 reporting	 continues:	
pro-Government	media,	 although	 they	pub-
lished	 few	 reports,	 have	 kept	 their	 demon-
izing	attitude,	while	critically	inclined	media	
either	kept	strictly	to	informing	or	they	criti-
cally	pointed	out	some	aspect	of	their	work	
(being	non-transparent	before	the	media).

•	 Critically	 inclined	TV	 stations	mostly	 dealt	
with	 the	 regular	 work	 of	 state	 and	 local	
institutions	 (24	 Vesti,	 Telma,	 Alsat	 M	 and	
TV21),	 and	 when	 this	 topic	 was	 presented	
on	pro-Government	media,	 the	perspective	

of	reporting	was	positive	and	favourable	for	
VMRO-DPMNE	 officials.	 Pro-Government	
media	continued	with	their	accusatory	style	
of	 reporting	 towards	 NGOs,	 civil	 organiza-
tions,	which	they	once	again	linked	to	the	so	
called	‘De-Sorosoization’	process.	

•	 In	 general,	 it	 can	be	 concluded	 that	 in	 the	
second	 consecutive	 period	 of	 monitoring,	
following	 the	 elections,	 the	 media	 image	
about	 political	 pluralism	 in	 Macedonia	 re-
mains	 the	 same	 as	 a	 year	 ago.	 TV	 stations	
24	Vesti,	Telma,	Alsat	M	and	TV	21	 contin-
ued	to	follow	political	events	from	a	neutral	
position,	while	critically	observing	the	work	
of	public	institutions,	which	is	actually	the	
principal	 role	 of	 professional	 journalism	
that	 protects	 public	 interest.	On	 the	 other	
hand,	 TV	 stations	 Sitel,	 Alfa,	 TV	 Nova	 and	
Kanal	 5	 once	 again	 presented	 dominantly	
the	standpoints	of	the	political	party	VMRO-
DPMNE	and	the	reports	about	projects	and	
achievements	of	their	officials.		
In	this	ten	day	period,	negative	speech	was	
observed	with	TV	station	Sitel	(towards	jour-
nalist	Branko	Gerovski)	as	well	as	stereotyp-
ization	of	an	ethnic	group	(directed	towards	
the	Albanian	ethnic	group).		
The	 Macedonian	 Television	 continued,	 for	
the	 most	 part,	 with	 unbiased	 reporting	
about	 the	main	political	 and	 social	 events,	
however	without	making	attempts	to	go	in-
depth	 in	 the	 topics	 of	 public	 interest	 and	
their	well-aruged	and	critical	observation.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

1. Topics ThaT Were covered 

in the ten day period, in the 12 news editions 
that were subject to analysis, a total of 1,405 
reports related to political life and to demo-
cratic reforms were published and the most 
common topics, according to the number of 
reports, were the following: post-election ne-
gotiations for forming a government (499 re-
ports), the regular work of state and public in-
stitutions (200 reports), the work of the special 
public prosecutor’s office (152), the promotion 
of projects and measures of the government 
and of other institutions (116), state bilingual-

ism that came as a result of the topic of ne-
gotiations for a government (60), the state of 
the economy, such as employment and other 
statistics (54), investigations for financing the 
election campaign (38), and to a smaller extent 
the so called process of de-sorosoization (22), 
promoting projects by party representatives 
(21), the situation with the education sector (8), 
borrowings (7), the media (5), etc. numerous re-
ports were also published on other topics from 
social life (115), and especially the reactions of 
public personas to the political situation.
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Number of reports shown in TV news, shown in regards to the different topics (February 13 – 17 and 20 – 24)

Topic 1
Organization of early parliamentary elections (assessments of PACE of how the elections were 
organized)

Topic 3 Pre-election activities of political parties

Topic 4
Promotion of projects and measures of the Government and of other institutions (promotions or 
announcements by ministers, representatives of local self-governments and of other officials).

Topic 6
Regular activities of Government and authority representatives (resolving current issues, protocol 
activities, etc.)

Topic 7 Operations of the Special Public Prosecutor›s Office (and other topics related to SPPO)

Topic 11
Proposal for expanded use of Albanian language (reports that cover in more depth the proposal for 
using the languages, in which the context of negotiations for forming a government is secondary)

Topic 12 Economy and investments (foreign investments, budget investments, employment)

Topic 13 Borrowings and state of public debt

Topic 14 The media and their work

Topic 15 Regular activities of public institutions, meeting or failing to meet their obligations

Topic 16 Miscellaneous 

Topic 18 Education

Topic 19 Negotiations for forming a government

Topic 20 De-Sorosoization 

Topic 21 Activities of political parties related to current events (judiciary system, health sector, etc.)
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1. in this analysis too, as well as in the previous 
one, the topic of highest interest were the at-
tempts to form a new government following 
the parliamentary elections (499 reports pub-
lished on all tV stations). however, the focus 
of reporting was now redirected to other enti-
ties: instead of the negotiations between Vm-
ro-dpmne - dUi, the reports now concerned 
sdsm and dUi, after sdsm leader, Zoran Zaev, 
submitted 67 signatures from mps to the pres-
ident–of state gjorge ivanov and asked for the 
mandate. the monitoring covered the period 
prior to the statement of president ivanov 
stating that he will not be handing over the 
mandate to Zaev, thus the reports mainly con-
cerned daily events in the negotiations, which 
were not completely transparent, despite 
the fact that the tV stations aired numerous 
forecasts from domestic and foreign experts, 
opinions of international representatives and 
institutions and they referenced domestic 
and foreign media. most of the reports were 
published by tV 21 in macedonian (56) and in 
albanian language (52), sitel (51) and alsat m 
(50), and the least by alfa (24) and mtV 1 (27). 
Unlike all tV stations, alfa reported the most 
about the promotion of government projects 
and measures (41). 
in terms of the approach in reporting, the con-
clusion remains that telma and 24 Vesti reg-
ularly and impartially reported on all events, 
mainly conveying the information on the lat-
est developments in this process, without 
major journalistic interventions. telma also 
used analytical announcements about the tV 
show ‚top tema‘, while 24 Vesti specially anal-
ysed the uncertainty of having local elections 
in april, which criticized the move of seC of 
returning the phantom voters erased from 
the voters’ registry in 2016. apart from daily 
events, tV21 (in both languages) also pub-
lished excerpts from debate shows where the 
political state was viewed analytically, and es-
pecially the so called albanian platform, and 
messages were also aired from representatives 
of different parties, from high officials from 
dUi stating they are against a government in 
coalition with Vmro-dpmne, from high of-
ficials from Vmro-dpmne stating that they 
are not giving up on the idea of forming a gov-
ernment with dUi, etc. alsat m continued to 
monitor the inspection controls in the munici-
palities led by mayors from dUi who have de-
clared themselves to be opposed to a coalition 
with Vmro-dpmne. sitel, Kanal 5, alfa and tV 
nova reported on the negotiations saying that 
a new government comprised of sdsm and 
dUi will have negative consequences on the 
country, with the fact that macedonia will be-
come a bilingual country. they also reported 
about the standpoints of Vmro-dpmne and 
the calls for new elections, the messages from 
international representatives, comments from 

political analysts, as well as the first protests 
against such a government. mtV1 and mtV 2 
only conveyed the basic information on inter-
party and intra-party meetings as well as the 
messages from international representatives.

2. monitoring the work of state and public insti-
tutions was the second topic in terms of rep-
resentation, with 200 published reports. it was 
most often published on 24 Vesti (34), on mtV 
2 (26) and on Kanal 5 (23). reports were shown 
about the problems in the judiciary system, 
public enterprises (the strike of macedonian 
railways), employment for vulnerable groups, 
procurement of medications, public transpor-
tation, etc. 24 Vesti and alsat m provided an 
especially critical coverage of the move to re-
locate judges in the Criminal Court (alsat m 
february 21 ‘Judges who acted in accordance 
with the requests of sppo’). alsat m also scru-
tinized the actions of the minister of educa-
tion regarding his promises in some schools 
that have not been delivered (february 14 
‘minister of education, pishtar Ljuftiu, failed 
to meet his promise to send a task force in 
the village near Veles – Klukovec to assess the 
state of the primary school ‚Vasil glavinov‘). 
tV stations site and tV nova published only 
7 reports each regarding the work of public 
institutions and alfa published 16, these were 
mainly non-critical conveyance of informa-
tion. telma also re-visited the expenses for 
the project ‘skopje 2014’. 

3. the work of the special public prosecutor‘s 
office during the monitored period was once 
again one of the more frequently presented 
topics (152). the period in which the tV sta-
tions were analysed ended before this institu-
tion announced the new investigation ‚trust‘ 
(for the excavation in reK bitola (mining and 
energy Combine – bitola)). most of the reports 
were shown by alsat m (22), telma (18) and 24 
Vesti (17), while the least reports were pub-
lished by sitel and alfa (6 each), and tV nova 
and mtV 1 (7 each). this block division also 
applied in the contents of the reports. tV sta-
tions alsat m, telma, 24 Vesti and tV 21 regu-
larly reported about all activities of the pros-
ecutor’s office - from the meetings with prose-
cutor Katica Janeva in the Council of prosecu-
tors for the withdrawal of the case ‘Coup’, up 
to the entry of investigators in reK bitola and 
media houses mpm and Kanal 5. in reporting 
about sppo on tV stations sitel, alfa, Kanal 5 
and tV nova, the reports were about the hear-
ing about violence in the municipality of Cen-
tar, where the first defendant is the leader of 
Vmro-dpmne, however there was not a single 
report about the investigation that this prose-
cutors office is implementing in the tV station 
concerned and in the media consortium mpm 
who is known to be close to the government. 
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mtV 1 and mtV 2 primarily informed about the 
hearing regarding the protests and demolition 
of the barracks of the municipality of Centar. 

4. although the negotiations for forming a gov-
ernment are still ongoing and there is uncer-
tainty whether the local elections will be held, 
some tV stations published many reports for 
the promotion of projects and measures of the 
government and other institutions, and accord-
ing to the number of published reports – 116, 
this was one of the most frequently presented 
topics in this period of political and economic 
uncertainty. the most reports on this topic 
were published by tV stations alfa (41), Kanal 
5 (19), sitel (15) and mtV 1 (14). alfa, sitel and 
Kanal 5 reported on current projects that are 
implemented (alfa, february 13 ‚the number 
of foreign tourists has doubled in macedonia‘), 
and on announced projects (Kanal 5, february 
17, ‚10 000 new jobs - the government has ad-
opted the operational plan for 2017‘), they also 
reported on major economic successes of Vm-
ro-dpmne officials, and statements made by 
foreign representatives were shared, who were 
to the benefit of the favourable reporting for 
successful government policies (alfa, febuary 
17 ‚miller: i am impressed with the economic 
progress of macedonia’). after a longer period 
of time, reports were once again observed in 
which the source of information concerning 
the new measures and projects was the leader 
of Vmro-dpmne nikola gruevski, via his face-
book profile, which was a blurring of the line 
between state and the ruling party.  
24 Vesti showed a few reports on this topic 
and they did not express a critical opinion, 
rather they merely conveyed the information, 
except in one report where the measure was 
presented as a positive example (february 23 
‘the government is providing self-employment 
measures’). mtV 1 and mtV 2 featured reports 
about government projects and measures in 
infrastructure, healthcare and other areas, 
without considering the fact that at the time 
of broadcasting, the country was in a post-
election transition period, which restrains the 
possibilities for public officials to announce 
new measures and projects. alsat m did not 
publish a single report on this topic. 

5. during the monitored period, addresses from 
several institutions were also current, as well as 
from public personas (other topics) that were 
about the current political situation, for which 
the tV stations published 61 reports. attract-
ing the most attention were the reactions from 
the macedonian orthodox church, especially 
the one from bishop agatangel, and the ones 
from the actor Vlado Jovanovski, who partici-
pated in one of the many campaigns of the 
government of Vmro-dpmne. alfa provided 
the most reports on this topic (16), 24 Vesti (16), 
tV21 (14) and sitel and Kanal 5 (12 each), how-
ever with a different approach in the reporting 
in terms of the contents. while alfa, sitel and 
Kanal 5 justified the defending of the policy of 
the ruling party Vmro-dpmne by the Church 
and by public personas from the field of culture 
and they blamed the opposition and the soros 

foundation for ‚lynching‘ instigated by these 
publically presented opinions (alfa, february 
17 ‚sdsm and soros, along with their activ-
ists, are performing a public lynch on the ac-
tor Vlado Jovanovski just for warning publically 
against a war in case Zaev accepts the entire 
platform of albanians‘), tV stations alsat m and 
24 Vesti criticized public support as inadequate 
and they linked it to the failed negotiations 
between Vmro-dpmne and dUi (alsat m, feb-
ruary 14 ‘the call of the member of the synod 
of moC came after Vmro-dpmne’s failure to 
form a government with dUi).

6. the next topic, according to the number of 
published reports was state bilingualism (60 
reports), which also came as a result from the 
negotiations for a new government. the most 
reports on this topic were published by alsat m 
(12) and tV nova (11), with completely opposed 
perspectives. alsat m analysed the topic by op-
posing expert opinions (february 21 ‘experts: a 
complete and rounded up law on use of albanian 
language‘, february 23 ‚shasivari: to promote 
albanian language, however not to make it offi-
cial’), and they also published a reportage piece 
about the denied right to albanian children to 
learn in their mother tongue (february 17: ‘al-
banian children are calling for their mother in 
macedonian’). a similar approach was taken in 
the reporting of tV 21, who published analyses 
of how bilingualism would be implemented, as 
well as a reportage piece for macedonians and 
albanians who speak both languages. Kanal 
5 favourized the opinion of Vmro-dpmne by 
sharing the opinions of experts close to that 
party, stating that bilingualism leads to feder-
alization, and at the same time they conspired 
about the fact that this is impermissible (feb-
ruary 22, Cuculovski: Language must not be 
agreed upon behind closed doors - the solution 
is a referendum‘). alfa, tV nova and sitel pub-
lished manipulative reports (with words such as 
‘learns’) concerning the agreement for a new bill 
for language use, agreedbetween the parties 
sdsm and dUi (tV nova, february 24: ‘agree-
ment between sdsm – dUi: 3 000 to 5 000 eUr 
fine for not using albanian language’). sitel, feb-
ruary 23: ‘with the agreements between sdsm 
and dUi, macedonia is becoming a bilingual 
country, according to Zoran Zaev. however, this 
is contrary to the Constitution and in this case 
judicial and political steps will ensue’).

7. another typical topic was informing about the 
state of the economy, with a total of 54 pub-
lished reports. in this context, tV stations 24 
Vesti, alsat m, telma and tV 21 provided com-
prehensive reports about economic events, 
mainly in the context of the political crisis, 
such as the blocked subsidies and tourism, for-
eign investments and in that line the state of 
national debt. on the topic of the economy, 
tV stations Kanal 5, alfa, sitel and mtV 1 pre-
sented reports about the government‘s expec-
tations for economic growth and about the 
report of the heritage foundation about the 
progress of economic liberties in the country, 
for which alfa and Kanal 5 reported for several 
consecutive days.
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2. approach To reporTing

the change in the subjects in the post-
elections negotiations for constituting a new 
government cabinet (topic 19), i.e. the replace-
ment of Vmro-dpmne with sdsm, contributed 
to sdsm being the most frequently mentioned 
subject during this monitoring period (894), in a 
slight lead before the second major party Vm-
ro-dpmne (928 reports). the party that was 
third in terms of presentation in the reports 
was dUi (658). except in mtV1, 24 Vesti, Kanal 
5 and alfa, where Vmro-dpmne was present in 
more reports, on all other tV stations the ma-
jority of reports mentioned sdsm. in regards 
to contents, ‘block reporting’ was present once 
again among pro-government and neutrally – 
critical tV stations. 

the news on sitel, Kanal 5, tV nova and alfa 
showed propagandist and favourizing reports 
about Vmro-dpmne, while a negative and of-
ten demonizing opinion was taken towards the 
politics of the opposition (sdsm). favourable 
reporting about Vmro-dpmne (182 reports) 
was shown mostly by presenting the party as 
a protector of national interests (sitel, febru-
ary 14:‘however, in order to change the para-
mount legal act, consent from Vmro-dpmne 
is required. they present a clear standpoint. 
we will not allow amendments to the Constitu-
tion’). another type of favouritism was shown 
through emphasizing the standpoint of the par-
ty stating that they are the winner of the elec-
tions (tV nova, february 24: ‘the people who 
have gathered are expressing major anger and 
dissatisfaction with how the will of the mace-
donian people is being let down, at these elec-
tions, around 455 thousand votes were given to 
Vmro-dpmne’). Kanal 5 television displayed a 
negative attitude towards Vmro-dpmne in 4 
published reports and this was done through 
non-critical and one-sided conveyance of the 
opinions of representatives of sdsm who criti-
cized a policy of Vmro-dpmne (february 1, 
‘sdsm:rushed reconstructions have left high-
school students without electricity’, february 
19 ‘sdsm: gynecology Clinic left without bCg’).

reports about the ruling party as opposed 
to the opposition, were also prevalent on tV 
station 24 Vesti (109 reports on Vmro-dpmne 
and 72 for sdsm), although most of them did 

not include any opinions. when it comes to 
public interest, the tV station showed a well-
argued critical opinion towards the politics of 
this party and their officials (february 13, ‘a 
new government is in the works, the technical 
government is still implementing tender proce-
dures‘, february 16 ‚Vmro-dpmne’s head of-
fice is mortgaged by Komercijalna banka‘). 

telma reported on activities of Vmro-
dpmne, however the activities of public offi-
cials from this party were observed with criti-
cism, like for example the statement of the 
minister of finance Kiril minovski declaring that 
the country has no debt to the economy sec-
tor (february 21: ‘if the country really has no 
debt to the economy sector, the persons who 
are competent should come out and document 
this claim publicly, was the message from some 
of the managers, after the mf stated yesterday 
that they are timely financing their payables to 
domestic companies’) the activities of Vmro-
dpmne were under critical observation on tV 
21 and on alsat m in several instances, mainly 
related to the opinion of the party about the 
work of sppo, and a documentary film was also 
broadcast about the controversial historical 
persona – andon Janev Kjoseto at the prem-
ises of the municipality of butel (tV21 febru-
ary 22: ‘during the election campaign last year, 
Vmro-dpmne leader nikola gruevski made a 
reference to the name and actions of ‚Kjoseto‘, 
in order to send a message to his political opo-
nent, sdsm leader Zoran Zaev. in his words: 
‘if delchev were alive, he would send ‘Kjoseto’ 
to finish the story with this man’, many saw an 
open threat to Zaev and fear from an election 
defeat’). a total of 53 reports were published 
on these tV stations with critical observations 
about Vmro-dpmne. 

mtV 1 and mtV 2 reported in relative bal-
ance regarding the two major parties, with rare 
instances of favourizing the ruling party (mtV1: 
february 20 ‘Vmro-dpmne: healthcare infra-
structure as a priority’ mtV 2, february 14: ‘mis-
ajlovski: the investments in road infrastructure 
are continuing’), firstly through communicating 
information about measures and projects of 
the government announced after the elections, 
while a new government Cabinet is expected.

2.1. Approach to reporting on the activities of VMRO-DPMNE, SDSM and DUI
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Approach to reporting on the party VMRO-DPMNE, 
their officials and coalition partners (February 13 – 17 and 20 – 24)

Approach to reporting on the party SDSM, 
their officials and coalition partners (February 13 – 17 and 20 – 24)

as far as the approach towards sdsm is con-
cerned, it was mainly informative with tV stations 
alsat m, 24 Vesti, telma and tV 21 (722 reports), 
and on the other hang it was negative with tV 

stations tV nova, sitel, Kanal 5 and alfa, who 
published 155 reports with accusatory contents 
about the opposition. demonization of sdsm was 
most frequently expressed through the reports on 
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what was interesting was the way the anal-
ysed tV stations positioned themselves in regards 
to dUi, which was the third most frequently pre-
sented subject in the reports from the monitored 
period, primarily due to the currency of the nego-
tiations for constituting a government cabinet. 
although in most of the reports (590), the activi-
ties of the party and their officials were merely 
reported on, yet sitel, Kanal 5, alfa and tV nova 
have repeatedly (in 29 reports) acted demonizing-
ly (sitel, february 23: ‘in the future, dUi will con-
trol the police, customs, healthcare, pro, justice, 

practically, with 80 000 votes alone and 10 mps 
they will control all security and the main public 
and financial departments in the country‘, alfa, 
february 23 ‚a potential coalition with sdsm will 
also mean disregarding the will of the majority of 
macedonians who voted for Vmro-dpmne. how-
ever, their feelings are not as important’). in some 
moments, with these tV stations, the reporting 
turned to positive, i.e. protective (sitel: february 
16: ‘dUi leader asked for a written offer for coali-
tion from sdsm and in response to that, he got a 
personal threat from sdsm official pavle bogo-

Approach to reporting on the party DUI, 
their officials and coalition partners (February 13 – 17 and 20 – 24)

the option for sdsm to establish a government 
cabinet, a scenario that was presented in the 
form of an apocalypse for the country (february 
17: ‘in line with the behaviour shown so far which 
was trying to get to power at any cost, it is ex-
pected for Zaev to accept ahmeti’s proposal, yet 
how will a solution be found for the requests for 
changing the national coat of arms and the flag 
of the country, as well as setting free the crimi-
nals charged for the murders near Lake smilkovci, 
the case divo naselje in Kumanovo and brodec’, 
about negotiations for the law on languages (tV 
nova, february 20: ‘is a new attempt being made 
to sneak through an anti-constitutional solution?’) 
and through reports that show one-sided writings 

and claims of other media with a negative tone 
for the party and its representatives (Kanal 5: feb-
ruary 20, ‘netpress: ppo is running investigations 
for Vice Zaev and oliver spasovski’, alfa: february 
16, ‘exit: bogoevski has announced that Zaev is 
using sppo to blackmail ahmeti’). 

alsat m, tV 21 and telma published rare re-
ports that were favourable and they referred to a 
survey done with albanian population and accord-
ing to the results, this population prefers sdsm to 
any other party (alsat m: february 14 ‘sdsm is the 
leading party for albanians, according to surveys’, 
telma, february 15 ‘why are albanians voting for 
sdsm. they have imposed themselves as a factor 
of change and uniting’).
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2.2. Approach to reporting about non-party entities (SPPO, NGOs, institutions)

non-party subjects, such as the special public 
prosecutor’s office, local and state institutions 
and ngos were covered in the same manner in 
which they were covered in the previous period, 
however this time it was due to the focus of the 
reports on the negotiations for constituting a 
government, these subjects were much less pre-
sented in the news. 

the attitude towards the special public pros-
ecutor’s office remained the same, although this 
institution was now mostly mentioned in the 
reports in relation to their work, and seldom in 
the context of ongoing political negotiations. di-
vided reporting continues. although publishing 
a few reports, pro-government media kept their 
demonizing attitude, in this specific case it was 
towards prosecutors Janeva and fetai for their 
behavior at the hearing for the violence in the mu-
nicipality of Centar, where the first defendant was 
Vmro-dpmne leader nikola gruevski, at which 
hearing they were fined with 2,000 eUr each for 
contempt of court (tV nova, february 23: ‘after 
yesterday’s scandalous hearing in the first in-
stance Court skopje 1, Katica Janeva is threaten-
ing to file criminal charges against the judge‘, si-
tel, february 23: ‘after yesteday’s embarassement 
in the courthouse and the direct insults that Ja-
neva and fetai used to hinder the hearing for the 
riots in front of the building of the municipality of 
Centar, the special public prosecutor continues 
to make threats with criminal charges to judges’) 
and there was one sided conveyance of accusa-
tions stating the this institution is related to the 
opposition party (sitel, february 16: ‘with the fi-
nal public messages of bogoevski from sdsm, it 
is confirmed that sppo is a partisan instrument 
that is used for confronting people with different 
opinions and for blackmailing dUi‘). Kanal 5 pro-
vided the same style of reports about the work 
of sppo, however they did not publish a single 
report about the investigation that this prosecu-
tor‘s office in implementing in that very tV sta-
tion and in the media consortium mpm, which is 
known for its close ties to the government. telma 
reported about a survey according to which sppo 
have the people‘s support to continue with their 
work, while 24 Vesti criticized this institution for 
their lack of transparency towards the public. 

also, the conclusion remains that the critically 
inclined tV stations deal the most with the work 
of state and local institutions (24 Vesti, telma, al-

sat m and tV21). as objects of critical observation 
were the ministry of Labour and social policy (tV 
21, february 14: ‘the ministry of social policy has 
not replied yet about the efficiency of the registry 
of paedophiles and why they have not published 
the names of convicted persons for two years’), 
the ministry of education (alsat m, february 20: 
‘for the works on Umt, the mes is using the cri-
sis as an excuse. mes is using the crisis as justi-
fication for the construction of Umt, and Umt 
was formed during a crisis’), the post-elections 
measures for employment (24 Vesti, february 20: 
‘new grants for self-employment. government 
measures are creating overdrawn accounts in the 
pension and disability insurance of macedonia’), 
such as the expenses for the project ‚skopje 2014‘ 
(telma, february 16: ‘anything the government 
has asked for, the City of skopje has built.

the accusatory style of reporting about ngos 
and civil organizations was mostly present with 
pro-government media and they were most often 
linked to the so-called process of ‘de-sorosoiza-
tion’, which was present very little in this analysed 
period, unlike the previous one (sitel, february 16: 
‘since yesterday, sorosoids and the social-dem-
ocratic Union of macedonia are strongly attack-
ing Vlado Jovanovski whom they wish to falsely 
present as someone who is inciting war‘). Kanal 5 
reported on activities that are performed abroad, 
which show the justification of the negative cam-
paign for this foundation and its founder, which 
was promoted by Vmro-dpmne (february 15: 
‘fox news: this man is a ‘spider’ with a massive 
online influence’, february 20 ‘the main counsel-
lor of trump has announced a fight against soros 
in Usa, hungary and macedonia’). tV station alfa 
reserved no judgment when reporting about the 
standpoints presented in the author’s show ‘Vo 
Centar’ (dead Centre) that is broadcast on Kanal 
5 television (february 21: ‚the web of ‚ngos‘ is 
untangling, as well as the way in which they func-
tion in macedonia, under the coverage of soros 
and Usaid’). on the final day of monitoring, other 
civil movements emerged, and these media pre-
sented their standpoints in a favourable light (si-
tel, february 24; ‘tens of patriotic organizations, 
civil organization and numerous intellectuals are 
mobilizing against federalization of macedonia, 
since the will of the macedonian people is close 
to being denied and a coalition of dUi and sdsm 
approaches’).

evski‘) and commending when it came to the work 
of officials from this party (tV 21, february 20 ‚14 
million eUr for self-employment, active job seek-
er may apply‘, Kanal 5 ‚10 thousand new jobs - the 
government has adopted the operational plan 
for 2017‘. 

in a small number of reports (2) a favourable 
stand was expressed by mtV 2 by promoting the 
activities of officials from this party (february 24: 
‚the ministry of education and science have suc-
cessfully achieved the end results’). 

telma, 24 Vesti, tV21 and alsat m have pub-
lished most of the neutrally-critical reports about 

the party the most criticized aspect was their fin-
icky behaviour in negotiations for forming a gov-
ernment (telma, february 24: ‘everyone is waiting 
for a government Cabinet and dUi are deciding 
to what extent they wish to participate in the 
government’, 24 Vesti, february 17: ‘dUi wish to 
avoid amendments to the constitution, however 
they wish to have an outcome as if the Constitu-
tion were amended’), and concerning the secrecy 
of the negotiations (tV21, february 21: ‘the par-
ties are silent, the public is asking for answers, 
the negotiations about albanian language are 
continuing‘).
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individuAl tv stAtions
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Number of reports related to the various topics on MTV 1 Television (February 13 – 17 and 20 – 24)

during the reporting period, the first pro-
gramme service of the macedonian television 
broadcast 86 news reports, which regarded cur-
rent topics in political events. most of them (27) 
were about the negotiations for constituting a 
government, the second topic in terms of fre-
quency was the work of public authorities and 
government projects with 14 reports, and 7 re-
ports concerned the work of sppo, 5 published 

reports were about promoting government 
projects by parties, 5 were about party reac-
tions on various topics (health sector, pollution) 
and the regular activities of governmental of-
ficials. further on, 3 reports were about the 
state of the economy, one was about organiz-
ing the elections, i.e. the investigation about 
the financing of the campaign and one report 
concerned the state of education.

1. covered Topics

Topic 1
Organization of early parliamentary elections (assessments of PACE of how the elections were 
organized)

Topic 3 Pre-election activities of political parties

Topic 4
Promotion of projects and measures of the Government and of other institutions (promotions or 
announcements by ministers, representatives of local self-governments and of other officials).

Topic 6
Regular activities of Government and authority representatives (resolving current issues, protocol 
activities, etc.)

Topic 7 Operations of the Special Public Prosecutor›s Office (and other topics related to SPPO)

Topic 11
Proposal for expanded use of Albanian language (reports that cover in more depth the proposal for 
using the languages, in which the context of negotiations for forming a government is secondary)

Topic 12 Economy and investments (foreign investments, budget investments, employment)

Topic 13 Borrowings and state of public debt

Topic 14 The media and their work

Topic 15 Regular activities of public institutions, meeting or failing to meet their obligations

Topic 16 Miscellaneous 

Topic 18 Education

Topic 19 Negotiations for forming a government

Topic 20 De-Sorosoization 

Topic 21 Activities of political parties related to current events (judiciary system, health sector, etc.)
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Approach to reporting about political entities on MTV 1 (February 13 – 17 and February 20 – 24)

2. poliTical enTiTies

the most frequently mentioned entity in 
the central news on mtV 1, during the moni-
tored period, was sdsm (41 reports), having 
in mind that this party along with dUi were 
most frequently mentioned in the negotiation 
process for constituting a government cabi-

net. the second topic in terms of frequency 
were officials from the government of Vmro-
dpmne (34) and 32 other reports were aired in 
which the subject is the party Vmro-dpmne. 
dUi was the subject of 24 reports, while other 
parties had an insignificant part of the over-

in the news on mtV 1, the most frequently 
presented topic was covered by conveying the 
opinions of the entities involved in the negotia-
tions for constituting a government (february 
13: ‚politics: party tactics are continuing’), the 
reactions of the domestic and international 
representatives (february 14: ‘politics: while 
the parties contemplate, diplomats make ap-
peals’), as well as the events that were linked to 
this topic, such as the protests of the associa-
tion ‘for a Joint macedonia‘ (february 24 ‚sko-
pje: oath march for macedonia’). none of these 
reports favourized any opinions of any entity. 

a major part of the news programme in 
prime time news was devoted to promoting 
government projects for investments in infra-
structure, new medications, benefits for some 
categories of citizens and successful endeav-

ours in the economy (february 13: ‚health sec-
tor: reconstruction of the general hospital in 
Veles’, february 15, ‘health sector: new medi-
cations for cancer and hepatitis‘, february 17 
‘index of economic liberties: macedonia at the 
top of european states’). 

Covering the regular activities of public of-
ficials included reports about the traditional 
participation of president gjorge ivanov at the 
celebration of the holiday st. tryphon, the visit 
of the minister of Culture  elizabeta Kanchevs-
ka milevska to berlin, etc. regular reports were 
published about all the information concerning 
the work of sppo, i.e. the hearing of the case 
for violence in the municipal building of Centar 
and the meeting between Janeva and the head 
of the Council of public prosecutors concern-
ing the case ‚Coup‘.
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all coverage. when it comes to non-party en-
tities, sppo was most frequently covered in 
the reports (13), the public prosecutor’s of-
fice in 8 and public authorities and ngos and 
the foundations in 6 reports each.

the basic feature of the central news of the 
first programme service of the macedonian 
television was straightforward (sterile) re-
porting, without delving into topics of public 
interest and critical observation, nor was any 
opinion of an entity presented as prevalent 
over others. the tV station merely conveyed 
the opinions of both concerned parties (feb-
ruary 13 ‘Vmro-dpmne: evidence for the pub-
lic prosecutor’s office about ‘strumica gas’’, 
february 13 ‘pe ‘strumica gas’: Vasil pishev’s 
claims are false’, february 17 ‘Vmro-dpmne: 
Zaev is prepared for any kind of bargaining’, 
february 17 ‘sdsm: macedonia will be a coun-
try where there is rule of law’). 

in rare examples of biased reporting (10 
reports), the work of officials from Vmro-
dpmne in the government was presented 
(february 15 ‘education: increased interest 
about the programme ‘horizon 2020’, feb-
ruary 16 ‘health sector: new medications 
for cancer and hepatitis’), and of the party, 
through promoting party projects (february 
14: ‘Vmro-dpmne: 33 million eUr for pro-

curement of healthcare equipment’, february 
20 ‘Vmro-dpmne: healthcare infrastructure 
as a priority’). in two reports, the journalist 
used a commending tone in reporting about 
the assessments of the heritage foundation 
of america about the achievements of the 
country in terms of economic liberties (feb-
ruary 17 ’index of economic liberties: mace-
donia at the top of european states’). favour-
able reporting was also present in the report 
about individual and group counselling ses-
sions of students and parents from the peda-
gogical services of the schools, in which re-
ports they were presented as a solution to the 
problems in schools (february 13 ‘education: 
5 176 counselling sessions for the parents of 
students’). 

the only report with a demonizing ap-
proach towards an entity was aimed against 
sppo, where a negative tone was used to as-
sess the actions of prosecutors Janeva and fe-
tai at the hearing about the case of violence 
in the municipality of Centar where the first 
defendant is ex-prime minister and leader of 
Vmro-dpmne nikola gruevski (february 22: 
‘even after being fined, the prosecutors con-
tinued to offend the judge - stating that she 
does not even know the basics of law and that 
she does not deserve to be a judge’).
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MACEdONIAN TELEvISION
SECONd SERvICE
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Number of reports related to the various topics on Macedonian Television, 
second programme service (February 13 – 17 and 20 – 24)

in the ten monitored editions of the daily 
journal (prime time news) in albanianlanguage, 
on the second programme service, macedo-
nian television published a total of 115 reports 
related to political life and the democratic re-
forms in the country. in terms of frequency in 

presenting, the topics regarding the discus-
sions for forming a new government were most 
frequent (39 reports), following them was the 
topic of the work of state and local authorities 
(26 reports) and the work of the special public 
prosecutor’s office (12 reports)

1. covered Topics

Topic 1
Organization of early parliamentary elections (assessments of PACE of how the elections were 
organized)

Topic 3 Pre-election activities of political parties

Topic 4
Promotion of projects and measures of the Government and of other institutions (promotions or 
announcements by ministers, representatives of local self-governments and of other officials).

Topic 6
Regular activities of Government and authority representatives (resolving current issues, protocol 
activities, etc.)

Topic 7 Operations of the Special Public Prosecutor›s Office (and other topics related to SPPO)

Topic 11
Proposal for expanded use of Albanian language (reports that cover in more depth the proposal for 
using the languages, in which the context of negotiations for forming a government is secondary)

Topic 12 Economy and investments (foreign investments, budget investments, employment)

Topic 13 Borrowings and state of public debt

Topic 14 The media and their work

Topic 15 Regular activities of public institutions, meeting or failing to meet their obligations

Topic 16 Miscellaneous 

Topic 18 Education

Topic 19 Negotiations for forming a government

Topic 20 De-Sorosoization 

Topic 21 Activities of political parties related to current events (judiciary system, health sector, etc.)
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the tV station provided fair and impar-
tial reporting during the discussions between 
sdsm, dUi and other parties regarding the 
forming of a parliamentary majority and con-
stituting a new government, the reactions 
from Vmro-dpmne and from international 
representatives to this process, as well as oth-
er aspects of this topic.regarding the work of 
the institutions, the work of judicial bodies 
was monitored; the issue with pollution was 
covered as well as public transportation and 
others.the court cases related to the cases 
of the special public prosecutor’s office were 

also reported, as well as reactions to them, 
primarily concerning the hearing about the 
protests and demolition of the barracks of the 
municipal administration – Centar, in which 
a defendant was Vmro-dpmne leader nikola 
gruevski.the news programme also featured 
nine reports about government projects and 
measures in infrastructure, healthcare and 
other areas, without considering the fact that 
at the time of broadcasting, the country was 
in a post-election transition period, which re-
strains the possibilities for public officials to 
announce new measures and projects.

Approach to reporting about political entities on Macedonian Television, 
Second Programme Service (February 13 – 17 and February 20 – 24)

the political party dUi was in the centre 
of attention of the public in the negotiations 
for forming a government, and its officials had 
their regular and other activities in the stand-
ing government, which made them the most 
frequently presented entity in the news, with 
a total of 73 reports on them.59 reports were 
shown about sdsm, and about Vmro-dpmne 
and the officials of this party - 50. more fre-

quently presented from the other parties 
were besa (18 reports) and the alliance of al-
banians (11 reports), as factors that impact 
the forming of a government.when it comes 
to non-party entities, sppo were predomi-
nantly presented, in 33 reports total.in terms 
of content, no political opinions were present-
ed as dominant over others’ and occurrences 
of favouring someone‘s views were incidental.

2. poliTical enTiTies
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in a small number of cases, there was a fa-

vourable attitude expressed towards Vmro-
dpmne officials (february 14:‘misajlovski:the 
investments in road infrastructure are continu-
ing’), firstly through communicating informa-
tion about measures and projects of the gov-
ernment announced after the elections, while a 
new government Cabinet is expected.in a lower 
number of cases, this attitude was expressed 
towards dUi (february 24:’the ministry of edu-
cation and science have successfully achieved 
the end results’).however, a critical stand was 
occasionally expressed towards these two par-

ties (february 23:‘musliu on Vmro-dpmne’s 
statements:this is defocusing, they are turning 
the political battle into an ethnic one’).subject-
ed to critical observation, in a few reports, were 
also the authorities, more precisely local ones 
(february 14:‘world health organization:tetovo 
is first on the pollution list’) and judicial (febru-
ary 21:‘Changes in the Criminal Court, ‘disobe-
dient’ persons are taken to the misdemeanours 
department’).in most of the reports, there was 
no expression of an attitude towards political 
entities, and information was merely communi-
cated regarding their activities. 
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SITEL
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Number of reports related to the various topics on Sitel Television (February 13 – 17 and 20 – 24)

during the reporting period, sitel tV pub-
lished 132 reports related to political life and 
the democratic reforms in the country.in the 
news on this tV station, the prevalent topics 
were related to the forming of a new govern-
ment (51 report), and all other topics were 

at least three times less represented than 
the mentioned topic.regarding government 
projects and measures - 15 reports were pub-
lished, the state of the economy was covered 
in 12 reports, and other topics were not as 
frequently covered. 

1. covered Topics

Topic 1
Organization of early parliamentary elections (assessments of PACE of how the elections were 
organized)

Topic 3 Pre-election activities of political parties

Topic 4
Promotion of projects and measures of the Government and of other institutions (promotions or 
announcements by ministers, representatives of local self-governments and of other officials).

Topic 6
Regular activities of Government and authority representatives (resolving current issues, protocol 
activities, etc.)

Topic 7 Operations of the Special Public Prosecutor›s Office (and other topics related to SPPO)

Topic 11
Proposal for expanded use of Albanian language (reports that cover in more depth the proposal for 
using the languages, in which the context of negotiations for forming a government is secondary)

Topic 12 Economy and investments (foreign investments, budget investments, employment)

Topic 13 Borrowings and state of public debt

Topic 14 The media and their work

Topic 15 Regular activities of public institutions, meeting or failing to meet their obligations

Topic 16 Miscellaneous 

Topic 18 Education

Topic 19 Negotiations for forming a government

Topic 20 De-Sorosoization 

Topic 21 Activities of political parties related to current events (judiciary system, health sector, etc.)
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regarding the most frequently presented 
topic, reports and analyses were aired regard-
ing various aspects of the process of forming a 
government cabinet, including reports from in-
ter-party and intra-party meetings with sdsm 
and dUi as the main protagonists, reactions 
were conveyed from the party Vmro-dpmne, 
analyses according to which the forming of a 
cabinet led by sdsm will have a negative im-
pact on the country (february 23:‘with the 
agreements between sdsm and dUi, macedo-
nia is becoming a bilingual country, according 
to Zoran Zaev.however, this is contrary to the 
Constitution and in this case judicial and politi-
cal steps are to ensue’), messages from interna-
tional representatives were shared, as well as 
reports about the preparations for protests 
and about the first protests against such a gov-
ernment. 

as far as the second most frequently pre-
sented topic is concerned, which were the proj-
ects and measures of the current government, 
reports were shown on the new measures and 
investments in healthcare, road infrastructure, 
education, as well as new measures to promote 
employment.after a longer period of time, re-
ports were once again observed in which the 
source of information concerning the new 
measures and projects was the leader of Vmro-
dpmne nikola gruevski, via his facebook pro-

file, which was a blurring of the line between 
state and the ruling party.

Concerning the state of economy, reports 
were shown in the news about projections of eC 
and the government for high economic growth 
of the country, the report of the heritage foun-
dation regarding the development of economic 
liberties, commending reports on the economic 
successes of the party Vmro-dpmne (february 
17:‘Unemployment in macedonia is at 23 per-
cent, which is a record low, especially in com-
parison to 2006 when Vmro-dpmne and nikola 
gruevski took over power, when the unemploy-
ment rate was 38 percent), denouncements 
from the government about their debt to the 
economy and about new foreign investments. 

the work of the special public prosecutor’s 
office was not as frequently covered, with re-
ports regarding the rescinding from the case 
‚Coup’ and with the first hearing about the vio-
lent protests in the municipal administration 
building Centar.the tV station continued re-
porting about the so called de-sorosoization, 
to a much smaller extent, conveying informa-
tion about Usa senators and congressmen who 
are looking for answers from the american am-
bassador in the country – Jess bailey on how Us 
money was spent for the civil society.reports 
were also shown about tV interviews and shows 
related to soros‘s influence in macedonia.

as the party with the leading role in the pro-
cesses for establishing a new government cabi-
net, sdsm was the most frequently mentioned 
political entity in the news, with 80 reports pub-
lished about them.the second most frequently 
mentioned party was Vmro-dpmne with 73 
reports, then dUi with 50 and from the minor 
parties the Coalition alliance for albanians was 
represented in 8 published reports.in terms of 
non-party entities, the news programme on sitel 
during the period of monitoring featured ngos 
and foundations in 22 reports, as well as the spe-
cial public prosecutor‘s office in 13 reports.

in the news on sitel, a clear favourable 
stand was expressed towards the party Vmro-
dpmne, their officials in the current govern-
ment and towards the coalition partners (this 
stand was expressed in 51 out of 73 reports), 
as well as a negative and demonizing attitude 
towards sdsm and the coalition (in 57 reports 
out of the 80 published in total).demonizing 

was also typical for the reports regarding sppo 
and the civil organizations, and less frequently 
it was also found in other cases.

demonization of sdsm was most frequently 
expressed through the reports on the option 
for sdsm to establish a government cabinet, a 
scenario that was presented in the form of an 
apocalypse for the country (february 17:‘in line 
with the behaviour shown so far, trying to get 
to power at any cost, it is expected for Zaev to 
accept ahmeti’s proposal, yet how will a solu-
tion be found for the requests for changing the 
national coat of arms and the flag of the coun-
try, as well as setting free the criminals charged 
for the murders near Lake smilkovci, the case 
divo naselje in Kumanovo and brodec’, ‘sdsm 
can lead the government, however if they ac-
cept dUi’s offer,then that will be the last mace-
donian government, according to some ex-
perts’).this type of reporting was systematic 
and it was present every day throughout the 

2. poliTical enTiTies
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Approach to reporting about political entities on Sitel Television, (February 13 – 17 and February 20 – 24)

reporting period (february 22:‘according to 
experts, the situation remains unchanged to-
day.sdsm are willing to do anything to get to 
power, and the albanians are skilfully packing it 
all up in a platform and they are achieving their 
goals step by step’).the party was presented 
as traitorous (february 23:‘despitehaving won 
the electionsonly once, sdsm were in position 
of power for over ten years in this country, in 
terms of executive power.as you are witnessing 
this now, in 1995 the flag was sold out as well 
as the constitutional name, because of which 
we cannot be a member of nato or eU to this 
day.what will be the response to the latest 
sales?‘) and they called for legal accountability 
of the party (february 23:‘with the agreements 
between sdsm and dUi, macedonia is becom-
ing a bilingual country, according to Zoran 
Zaev.however, this is contrary to the Consti-
tution and in this case judicial and political 
steps will ensue’).the negative stand towards 
the party was present in other instances as 
well, such as reporting about an investigation 
of the prosecutor’soffice (february 13:‘sdsm 
and Zoran Zaev are under investigation by 
the public prosecutor for illegal financing of 
the election campaign’) and in speculation re-
ports on alleged intra-party divisions that were 
not confirmed in any way (february 16:‘sitel 
learns:once they realized that Crvenkovski will 

not be returning to politics, members and af-
filiates have formed an initiative to save sdsm.
Zaev as prime minister will destroy macedonia, 
is the message of the initiators.sdsm’s state-
ment is that the leadership stands with Zaev’). 

favourable reporting about Vmro-dpmne 
was done mostly by presenting the party as 
a protector of national interests (february 
13:‘Vmro-dpmne has already decided that for 
them the installation of bilingualism on the en-
tire territory is unacceptable; february 14:‘how-
ever, in order to change the paramount legal 
act, consent from Vmro-dpmne is required.
they present a clear standpoint.we will not al-
low for the Constitution to be amended’), which 
was reiterated throughout the entire period of 
monitoring (february 23:‘the party presenting 
the majority of macedonians yesterday came 
out with the stand that they shall remain to 
stand at the frontline of defence and that they 
will not allow macedonian citizens to lose their 
right to a voice in their own country’).in terms 
of other ways to present the party in a positive 
light, the promotions of government projects 
stood out (february 14:’minister misajlovski an-
nounced that a record number of roads will be 
built this year; february 17:’10 thousand new 
jobs with the operational employment plan.
the government has adopted 22 measures 
and programmes which aim at reducing unem-
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ployment’) and government standpoints about 
the state of the economy (february 14:‘this 
proves that governmental economic policies 
provide the necessary results even in terms of 
political crisis, and the private sector has the 
capacity to continue providing new jobs’).in 
some of these announcements the source was 
Vmro-dpmne leader nikola gruevski, which 
presented a blurring of the line between party 
and state (february 15:‘a new waterline built 
for gevgelija and bogdanci.Yet another prom-
ise from the programme has come to fruition.
our priority are the citizensu. - was written by 
Vmro-dpmne leader gruevski on facebook’).
the party was also favoured with one-sided ac-
cusations presented by them (february 15:‘Vm-
ro-dpmne are accusing today that Zoran Zaev 
has used the money of the people to rewards 
his fellow party members and close relatives’).
in some cases, the journalists themselves have 
also given positive qualifiers (february 24:‘Vm-
ro-dpmne, according to their membership 
and structure, is the largest and most orga-
nized party in macedonia.at the last elections 
they won the most support from the people, by 
winning over 450 000 votes’).

what was interesting was the stand towards 
dUi, which was demonizing on more than one 
occasion (february 23:‘in the future, dUi will be 
controlling the police, customs, the health sec-
tor, tax authorities, justice sector, so practical-
ly with only 80 000 votes and 10 mps they will 
be in control of all security and the main public 
and financial sectors of the country’), although 
in some cases the attitude turned to positive, 
i.e. protective (february 16:‘dUi’s leader asked 
from sdsm an offer for establishing a coalition 
in writing, and to that he received a personal 

threat from sdsm’s official pavle bogoevski’). in 
this period of monitoring as well, the accusato-
ry stand towards the civil society was repeated 
(february 16:‘since yesterday, sorosoids and 
the social-democratic Union of macedonia 
are strongly attacking Vlado Jovanovski whom 
they wish to falsely present as someone who is 
inciting war’), up until the final day, when vari-
ous civil movements came forth, whose stand-
points were shown in a favourable light by the 
media outlet (february 24:‘tens of patriotic 
organizations, civil organization and numerous 
intellectuals are mobilizing against federaliza-
tion of macedonia, since the will of the mace-
donian people is close to being denied and a 
coalition of dUi and sdsm is imminent’). 

although there were few reports about 
the special public prosecutor’s office, there 
were no changes in the demonizing stand to-
wards this institution (february 23:‘special 
prosecutor Katica Janeva gave a scandal-
ous statement for deutsche welle, address-
ing threats for the judiciary authorities.after 
yesterday’sembarrassment in the courthouse 
and the direct insults that Janeva and fetai 
used to hinder the hearing about the riots in 
front of the building of the municipality of Cen-
tar, the special public prosecutor continues to 
make threats with criminal charges to judges’).

the only example with elements of neutral 
critical observation, which viewed various as-
pects of one phenomenon, did not refer to a 
specific political entity, rather the general state 
of affairs (february 15:‘albanian parties stand 
united, macedonian parties are as far apart as 
they have ever been.will the macedonian plat-
form protect national interest or will it deepen 
the crisis’).

negative speech was observed against jour-
nalist branko geroski when a reaction was 
shared to his text from the socialist party of 
macedonia, in which text the journalist states his 
opinions (february 16:‘branko geroski is using 
defocused lenses to present a handful of quali-
fiers and insinuations, was written in the written 
reaction to yesterday’s column of the sorosoid 
and media strategist of sdsm branko gerovski’). 

there were notices of assigning stereo-
types to an ethnicity through an attempt to 

3. negaTive speech direcTed To 
individuals and groups

analyse the number of albanians without any 
specific data, rather by using arbitrary conclu-
sions (february 22:‘Current demographic set-
offs, primarily due to the massive emigration 
of albanians and abandoning the tradition of 
families with multiple children, making almost 
certain the possibility for albanians to present 
less than 20 percent at the next census, thus 
losing numerous rights which were guaranteed 
to them with this percentage with the frame-
work agreement’).
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Number of reports related to the various topics on Telma Television (February 13 – 17 and 20 – 24)

during the reporting period on telma tele-
vision, 96 reports were shown that refer to 
political life and to democratic reforms in the 
country.the predominant topic was the for-
mation of a government cabinet (40 reports).a 

significant portion of the reports also focused 
on the work of public institutions (17 reports) 
and the activities of the special public pros-
ecutor’s office (18 reports).the other topics 
were not as commonly presented.

1. covered Topics

Topic 1
Organization of early parliamentary elections (assessments of PACE of how the elections were 
organized)

Topic 3 Pre-election activities of political parties

Topic 4
Promotion of projects and measures of the Government and of other institutions (promotions or 
announcements by ministers, representatives of local self-governments and of other officials).

Topic 6
Regular activities of Government and authority representatives (resolving current issues, protocol 
activities, etc.)

Topic 7 Operations of the Special Public Prosecutor›s Office (and other topics related to SPPO)

Topic 11
Proposal for expanded use of Albanian language (reports that cover in more depth the proposal for 
using the languages, in which the context of negotiations for forming a government is secondary)

Topic 12 Economy and investments (foreign investments, budget investments, employment)

Topic 13 Borrowings and state of public debt

Topic 14 The media and their work

Topic 15 Regular activities of public institutions, meeting or failing to meet their obligations

Topic 16 Miscellaneous 

Topic 18 Education

Topic 19 Negotiations for forming a government

Topic 20 De-Sorosoization 

Topic 21 Activities of political parties related to current events (judiciary system, health sector, etc.)
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Approach to reporting about political entities on Telma Television, (February 13 – 17 and February 20 – 24)

regarding the negotiations for forming 
a government cabinet, reports were shown 
regularly and frequently about the activities 
of sdsm and dUi as directly involved parties, 
there were also the reactions of Vmro-dpmne 
and the messages from representatives of the 
international community.mainly, reports were 
shown about latest developments in this pro-
cess, without major journalistic intervention, 
with the exception of analytical announce-
ments for the show ‚top tema‘. 

monitoring the work of the public institu-
tions in the context of achieving and protect-
ing public interest continued as one of the 
main characteristics of the news programmes 

of this medium.the work of the judicial bodies, 
problems in education, employment in public 
enterprises, the expenses for the ‘skopje 2014’ 
project, providing medications for persons with 
illnesses and other topics. 

reports were also shown about a survey ac-
cording to which sppo has the support from the 
people to continue with their work, then about 
the discussions between sppo and the Council 
of public prosecutors regarding the case ‚Coup‘, 
about the trial regarding the case of the violent 
incident in the municipality of Centar, which is 
led by that prosecutor’s office as well as other 
investigations of the special prosecutor’s office 
and the issues to which they complain.

the most frequently presented political 
entities in the monitored news programmes 
on telma television were dUi (56 reports) and 
sdsm (55 reports) as parties that led the ne-

gotiations regarding the formation of a new 
government cabinet.the party Vmro-dpmne, 
along with their officials were presented in 47 
published reports.when it comes to the other 

2. poliTical enTiTies
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parties, more frequent mentions were made 
of the alliance for albanians (16 reports) and 
besa (11 reports).regarding non-party entities, 
again, the most frequently mentioned ones 
were state and local authorities (52 reports) 
and the special public prosecutor’s office (34 
reports).in terms of content, there were no 
opinions of a political party that were present-
ed as predominant over the other parties, on 
the news on telma.

reports about the party sdsm were fair and 
impartial, mainly regarding their activities in 
the process of negotiations for constituting a 
new government cabinet (february 23:‘Zaev is 
announcing a new government cabinet in two 
weeks’).the only observed instance of favour-
able reporting during this period of monitoring 
was intended for this party (february 15:‘sdsm 
have imposed themselves as a factor of change 
and uniting.this viewed in the context of the 
published intercepted conversations and the 
nationalistic narratives of the parties of alba-
nians is the reason why many albanians are 
choosing sdsm as an alternative more and 
more, say civil activist mariglen demiri’). 

reports were also shown regarding the ac-
tivities and positions of Vmro-dpmne (febru-
ary 21:’the stand of Vmro-dpmne is that sdsm 
are putting continuous pressure on the judicial 
system’) and neither a favourizing nor demoniz-
ing attitude was presented towards this party.
however, the activities of public officials from 
this party were observed with criticism, like 
for example the statement of the minister of 
finance Kiril minovski that the country has no 
debt to the economy sector (february 21:‘if the 
country really has no debt to the economy, the 
persons who are competent should come out 
and document this claim before the public, was 
the message from some of the managers, after 
the mf stated yesterday that they are financ-
ing their payables to domestic companies on 
time’) or the minister of defence Zoran Jolevski 
regarding the situation of the army (february 
24:‘the minister of defence presented the new 
uniforms for officers; however the members of 
the leading structures of the army that should 
wear the uniforms failed to show up at the for-
mal event.the speculations are that the army 
Chief and the deputy are displeased by the 
poor state of the army, and the official reason 
for their absence was that they had other en-
gagements’).

Criticisms were stated for the party dUi about 
their finicky behaviour in the process of nego-
tiations for constituting a government cabinet 
(february 24:‘while everyone is waiting for a gov-
ernment Cabinet dUi are deciding to what ex-
tent they wish to participate in the government.
whether they only wish to take part with their 
mps or to include their representatives as minis-
ters and other officials.the objective is, as they 
say, for the new government to assess their gov-
ernance so far, without them getting in the way’). 

the most common subject of critical obser-
vation was the work of state and local authori-
ties, more specifically regarding issues in the 
educational sector (february 13:‘scholarships for 
some of the students studying abroad through 
the erasmus plus programme are late’), with the 
post-election employments in the public sector 
(february 15:‘new announcements for employ-
ment were made in several public enterprises.
experts say that these employments are not il-
legal, however it should be taken into consider-
ation that the current technical government is 
not refraining from hiring new people’), about 
the expenses for the skopje 2014 project (febru-
ary 16:‘anything the government has asked for, 
the City of skopje has built.they spent 27 million 
eUr from budget grants, with 95 per cent allo-
cated on squares and baroque facades, in 2016 
alone, is stated in the budget report of the City of 
skopje.the least amount of the city’s budget was 
spent on protecting the environment’), as well as 
the problems with the quality of performance of 
the buildings from this project (february 24:‘the 
roof of the new theatre building is leaking.the 
building,, which cost 40 million eUr is leaking, 
and no one is taking responsibility.the architect 
believes that he has no connection to the event, 
rather it is the company beton shtip, that built 
it.the theatre director is silent, although scan-
dalous images of plastic sheets spread over the 
floor of the luxurious building were shown to 
the public’).especially emphasized were the criti-
cisms towards judicial bodies, especially concern-
ing the re-assignment of judges who cooperated 
with the special public prosecutor’s office (feb-
ruary 21:‘a group of judges in the criminal court 
have been reassigned to other departments of 
the court from where they will have no contact 
with sppo cases.the judges concerned are the 
ones that have ruled in favour of sppo, i.e. have 
signed search orders and issued detainment ver-
dicts for current and former officials’).
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Number of reports related to the various topics on TV 24 Television (February 13 – 17 and 20 – 24)

during the reporting period on television 
24, 136 reports were shown that refer to po-
litical life and to democratic reforms in the 
country. two topics were dominant with an al-
most identical number of reports: constitut-
ing a government (36 reports) and the work 
of state and public institutions (34 reports). 
then followed the work of the special public 

prosecutor’s office (17 reports), the reactions 
from public personas to the political situ-
ation in the country (miscellaneous) – 16 re-
ports, the state of the economy (10 reports), 
6 reports for organizing the elections (financ-
ing the electoral campaign), borrowings (5 
reports) and as many reports that referred to 
some government project or initiative.

1. covered Topics

Topic 1
Organization of early parliamentary elections (assessments of PACE of how the elections were 
organized)

Topic 3 Pre-election activities of political parties

Topic 4
Promotion of projects and measures of the Government and of other institutions (promotions or 
announcements by ministers, representatives of local self-governments and of other officials).

Topic 6
Regular activities of Government and authority representatives (resolving current issues, protocol 
activities, etc.)

Topic 7 Operations of the Special Public Prosecutor›s Office (and other topics related to SPPO)

Topic 11
Proposal for expanded use of Albanian language (reports that cover in more depth the proposal for 
using the languages, in which the context of negotiations for forming a government is secondary)

Topic 12 Economy and investments (foreign investments, budget investments, employment)

Topic 13 Borrowings and state of public debt

Topic 14 The media and their work

Topic 15 Regular activities of public institutions, meeting or failing to meet their obligations

Topic 16 Miscellaneous 

Topic 18 Education

Topic 19 Negotiations for forming a government

Topic 20 De-Sorosoization 

Topic 21 Activities of political parties related to current events (judiciary system, health sector, etc.)
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regarding the negotiations for constituting 
a government cabinet, the tV station intensely 
covered the regular meetings among the cur-
rent negotiators – sdsm and dUi and about the 
messages from the international community 
and they made analytical reviews on this topic 
by conveying differing opinions. in this context, 
there were also reports about the reactions from 
the macedonian orthodox Church and the pro-
tests of the civil association ‚for a Joint mace-
donia’ and the analysis about the uncertainty of 
having local elections in april, at the same time 
criticizing the move of the state electoral Com-
mission to reinstate the phantom voters who 
were erased from the voters’ registry (february 
21 ‘the local elections in april are hanging on 
a thread’) the tV stations continued with regu-

lar monitoring of the work of public authorities 
and they comprehensively covered the problems 
with the judiciary system, public enterprises 
(the strike of the macedonian railway transport 
Company), employing vulnerable groups, pro-
curement of medications, etc. from the work of 
sppo, the news reported on the investigation of 
the two media houses mpm and tV Kanal 5 and 
in reK bitola, the trial about the violence in the 
municipality of Centar and the case ‚Coup‘, as 
well as the report of amnesty international that 
deals with the block of the public prosecutor’s 
office. the tV station also provided compre-
hensive reports about economic events, mainly 
in the context of the political crisis, such as the 
blocked subsidies and tourism, foreign invest-
ments and in that line the state of national debt.

Approach to reporting about political entities on Television 24 (February 13 – 17 and February 20 – 24)

the most common subject of reports was 
sdsm (in 70 reports) and the officials of Vm-
ro-dpmne (in 61 reports), next in terms of 
frequency in reporting was dUi (47) and Vmro-
dpmne (46 reports). the other parties were 
presented with 11 reports (alliance for alba-

nians), 5 (besa), 8 (dUi officials). when it came 
to non-party entities, the most frequently rep-
resented entity was sppo (54 reports), local 
and national institutions (42), ngos (22), pub-
lic prosecutor‘s office (14), president of the 
state (12), etc.

2. poliTical enTiTies
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the tV station provided critical coverage 

from a neutral position and they observed the 
situations from numerous topics. the criti-
cal stand was expressed towards various sub-
jects, first and foremost towards the authori-
ties (14 reports): february 16 ‘black stains in 
Lake ohrid – is it oil or plant life?‘ february 20 
‘new grants for self-employment. the results 
of government measures are overdrawn ac-
counts in the pension and disability insurance 
of macedonia’) and towards officials from Vm-
ro-dpmne (4 reports): february 13 ’a new gov-
ernment is brewing, the technical one is still 
implementing tender procedures’, february 13 
‘new borrowings for settling debts’, february 
15 ‘harsh reactions following the decision to 
build a swimming pool in shuto orizari‘. espe-
cially critical arguments were provided by the 
tV station when reporting about the fact that 
the ministry of agriculture did not prohibit 
the use of the istibanja springs, although they 
are polluted with arsenic (february 14: ‘delev: 
poisonous arsenic is found in the water of the 
springs in istibanja’). the influence of the party 
Vmro-dpmne was pointed out as the reason 
for changes made in the Criminal Court (feb-
ruary 21 ‘tectonic rotations are shaking up 
the Criminal Court. is the Criminal Court be-
ing ‘purged’ of ‘unfit’ judges?’). the tV station 
provided a well-argued criticism and the policy 
of non-transparency before the media in the 
case concerning the mortgage over the party‘s 
building (february 16 ‚he did not answer the 
question about the real value of the building, 
nor the question of whether the mortgage is 
an attempt to protect the party‘s head office 
in the possibility of becoming the opposition’) 
and the connection to Kanal 5 television in the 
context of the investigation of sppo about 
the financing of a campaign (february 21 ‘ma-
jor differences between the space allotted for 
advertising, the discounts that were provided 
and the uncollected receivables opens up for 
the public the dilemma of the lawfulness of 
the donations of this political party’). 

when covering the special public prosecu-
tor’s office, two instances were also observed 
of favourizing (february 20 „Contrary to this 
practice, although they are administering the 
procedures in accordance with the law, sppo 
are facing constant obstacles and disregard to 
their requests‘), and the attacks to the work 
of this institution were criticized while other 
reports were shown about the international 
recommendations to support them (february 
13 ‚the new german president showed active 
interest in the macedonian political crisis‘, feb-
ruary 20 ‚new appeals for constituting a reform 

government and to support sppo‘). however, 
critical reports were also directed towards this 
institution in terms of their lack of transparency 
for the public for some investigations (february 
20 ‚Janeva attended a coffee meeting with the 
Council of public prosecutors: they had cof-
fee and then gave their statements‘, february 
21 ‚investigation on Kanal 5?: are electoral do-
nations of the media part of the investigation 
that the sppo is already undertaking regarding 
the financing of a campaign?).  

in one of the three reports on government 
projects, a favourable attitude was observed 
towards officials of Vmro-dpmne, by point-
ing out the measure as a positive example of 
operations of a government institution (febru-
ary 23 ‘the government with measures for self-
employment’). 

the tV station criticized the state electoral 
Commission in the report on the issue of or-
ganizing local elections this year, for placing 
back the 30 thousand disputed voters erased 
from the voters‘ registry on december 11 last 
year, due to an oversight of the Law (february 
21 ‚Local elections in april are hanging by a 
thread‘). 

reporting on the activities of sdsm mainly 
came down to conveying the party‘s stand-
points through announcements, or through 
statements of their representatives. in two 
cases there was one-sided reporting about the 
opinion of one party, without asking for a re-
sponse from the government whose policy was 
being criticized (february 15 ‘shilegov: the 
government is not paying the subsidies’, feb-
ruary 16 ‘sdsm will put an end to ‘skopje 2014’ 
in the City of skopje‘). 

dUi were criticized as a party (in 5 reports) 
about their behaviour in the negotiations for 
constituting a government (february 16 ‘the 
division of the party was once again visible at 
today’s observance of the anniversary of the 
conflict in 2001 at which event the vice-pres-
idential three failed to show‘, february 17 ‚dUi 
wish to avoid amendments to the Constitu-
tion, yet to obtain effects identical to making 
amendments to the Constitution‘, february 20 
‚the denar is to be features in two languages. 
dUi have raised the bar on requests on lan-
guage use’). in the context of constituting a 
new government, the tV station criticized the 
actions of the president of state for his silence 
regarding the assignment of the mandate (feb-
ruary 23 ‚will the mandate be handed to Zaev 
or will he return to his recent requests, besides 
the signatures, for the programme to contain 
points of protection of national interests and 
national security‘).
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Number of reports related to the various topics on Kanal 5 Television (February 13 – 17 and 20 – 24)

during the reporting period, Kanal 5 tV 
published 140 reports related to political life 
and the democratic reforms in the country. 
most of them referred to the negotiations 
for forming a new government (34 reports), 
the work of the institutions (23), government 
projects (19), reactions from political parties 

on different topics such as healthcare and 
pollution (16), the work of sppo (10), the orga-
nization of the elections (investigation for fi-
nancing the campaign) 6 reports, regular work 
of officials (5 reports), promoting projects by 
political parties, state bilingualism and edu-
cation (4 reports each) and other topics.

1. covered Topics

Topic 1
Organization of early parliamentary elections (assessments of PACE of how the elections were 
organized)

Topic 3 Pre-election activities of political parties

Topic 4
Promotion of projects and measures of the Government and of other institutions (promotions or 
announcements by ministers, representatives of local self-governments and of other officials).

Topic 6
Regular activities of Government and authority representatives (resolving current issues, protocol 
activities, etc.)

Topic 7 Operations of the Special Public Prosecutor›s Office (and other topics related to SPPO)

Topic 11
Proposal for expanded use of Albanian language (reports that cover in more depth the proposal for 
using the languages, in which the context of negotiations for forming a government is secondary)

Topic 12 Economy and investments (foreign investments, budget investments, employment)

Topic 13 Borrowings and state of public debt

Topic 14 The media and their work

Topic 15 Regular activities of public institutions, meeting or failing to meet their obligations

Topic 16 Miscellaneous 

Topic 18 Education

Topic 19 Negotiations for forming a government

Topic 20 De-Sorosoization 

Topic 21 Activities of political parties related to current events (judiciary system, health sector, etc.)
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regarding the negotiations for forming a 
government, the reports informed about the 
meetings between party representatives and 
their standpoints, the messages from the in-
ternational community, as well as the reac-
tions from experts and public personas. at the 
same time, the thesis represented by the party 
Vmro-dpmne regarding new elections was fa-
voured (february 16 ‘the parties are preparing 
for election at full steam’), as well as statements 
that the state needs defending (february 22 
‘gruevski: Vmro-dpmne remains at the ram-
part of national and state interests’, february 
23 ‘Vmro-dpmne are prepared to prevent a de-
factorization of the macedonian people’). at the 
same time, reports were shown stating that the 
situation in sdsm ‘has reached a boiling point’, 
because of the requests that the counter-part 
from dUi is delivering in the negotiations (feb-
ruary 17 ‘sdsm did not obtain the signatures, 
dUi delivered new requests’). 

many of the reports concerned the ongoing 
government projects (february 17: ‚10 thousand 
new jobs - the government has adopted the op-
erational plan for 2017‘, february 17 ‚subsidies 
of 31 million mKd for domestic documentary 
and election programme‘, february 20 ‚in ten 
years, the number of citizens with a university 
level education aged 30 – 34 has increased by 
17 percent’). the promotional reports included 
announcements by Vmro-dpmne leader nikola 
gruevski made on his facebook profile (february 
14 ‘gruevski: Construction has begun of a new 
waterline in gevgelija’), and the report of the 
heritage foundation that praises the achieve-
ments of the country in terms of economic 
liberties. two tV reports were aired about the 
above mentioned report during the analysed 
period, on the day when it was promoted (feb-
ruary 16 ‚heritage: macedonia is economically 
a free country, occupying the 31st place’), and 
one week later (february 22 ‘in the last year, the 
country has progressed by 16 positions, while 

in the last 10 years, the progress has been as 
many as 47 positions, so now we are ahead of 
many developed european countries‘). at the 
same time, the report failed to mention the fact 
that the country has been in a political crisis for 
more than a year, which is impacting the eco-
nomic state of the country. 

the tV station published expert opinions 
about state bilingualism, which was a result of 
the negotiations for constituting a government, 
through which they criticized the negotiations 
on this issue (february 22 ‚Cuculovski: a part of 
the platform will lead to federalization – Cucu-
lovski: the language must not be agreed behind 
closed doors – the solution is a referendum’) and 
they favoured the standpoint of Vmro-dpmne 
through reports that showed that there is clear 
dissatisfaction of what is negotiated between 
sdsm and dUi (february 24: ‘tens of patriotic 
organizations, many intellectuals and civil initia-
tives are mobilizing after details emerged from 
the bill for use of albanian language from dUi‘). 

the reporting on the topic of ‘de-sorosoiza-
tion’ continued, although to a much lesser ex-
tent from the previous period and it was direct-
ed towards activities that are happening abroad 
which show justification for the negative cam-
paign about this foundation and her founder, 
promoted by Vmro-dpmne, seeing that it is 
also present in his homeland Usa (february 15 
‘fox news: this man is a ‘spider’ with a massive 
online influence’, february 20 ‘the main coun-
sellor of trump has announced a fight against 
soros in Usa, hungary and macedonia’). 

the reports about the work of sppo con-
cerned the hearing about the violence in the 
municipality of Centar, where the first defen-
dant was Vmro-dpmne leader, however there 
wasn’t a single report about the investigation 
implemented by this prosecutor’s office in that 
same tV station and in the media consortium 
mpm which is known for being close to the gov-
ernment.

during the monitored period, the most fre-
quently presented entity in the reports of this 
tV station was sdsm (106 reports), then followed 
Vmro-dpmne (70 reports), Vmro-dpmne of-
ficials (56 reports), dUi (44). when talking about 
other parties, only the alliance for albanians (9) 
and besa (5) were more significantly presented. 
Considering non-party entities, most of the re-
ports were about local and state institutions 
(31 reports) sppo (17 reports) and ngos (12 re-
ports). an evidently expressed favourable stand 
was present in reports about Vmro-dpmne and 

the officials (36 reports total), and a demonizing 
stand in reports about sdsm (28 reports).

favourable reporting for Vmro-dpmne, i.e. 
Vmro-dpmne officials was done by one-sided 
conveying of information from press conferences 
or announcements with accusations towards an-
other entity (february 13 ‚pishev: Zaev’s corrupt 
tender procedures must be put to an end, the 
public prosecutor must initiate a proceeding’). 
another type of favourable reporting were propa-
gandist reports on the successes of government 
policies, implemented by Vmro-dpmne officials 

2. poliTical enTiTies
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Approach to reporting about political entities on Kanal 5 Television (February 13 – 17 and February 20 – 24)

(february 13 ‘macedonia has played a key role in 
dealing with illegal migration. we have succeed-
ed to deliver to europe what they needed and to 
what extent we felt was sufficient‘, february 13 
‚an increase in the number of tourists who have 
visited the country, government projects and 
measures to support tourism are continuously 
marking an upward trend’). the tV station also 
published a critical report about Vmro-dpmne 
in relation to the political crisis, where this party 
is being remarked for the fact that ‘two months 
after the elections the state is without a govern-
ment (february 13). in one-sided reports from a 
press conference of sdsm, negative criticisms are 
directed towards Vmro-dpmne officials (febru-
ary 17 ‘sdsm: rushed reconstructions have left 
high-school students without electricity’). 

reports about the party sdsm were mainly 
demonizing in several ways. one of them was 
conveying one-sidedly and without reserved judg-
ment opinions of Vmro-dpmne representatives 
that were an attack on the politics of sdsm and 
personal attack of sdsm leader Zoran Zaev and 
members of their family (february 15 ‚Vmro-
dpmne: the money from the municipality of 
strumica end up with close relatives of Zaev’, feb-
ruary 22 ‘Kostovski: sdsm has kept macedonia in 
custody for two and a half years’). the tV station 
also expressed negative attitude towards sdsm 
through reports that show one-sided writings and 
claims of other media with a negative tone for the 
party and its representatives (february 14, Zurnal: 
Kadriu was a secret service associate’, february 
16 ‚exit: sdsm is threatening ahmeti with sppo’, 

february 20 ‘netrpress: ppo is running investiga-
tions for Vice Zaev and oliver spasovski’). 

the tV station regularly publishes the state-
ments of representatives of sdsm about pro-
moting projects that were part of their election 
campaign (february 13: ‚sdsm: the schools will 
employ new psychologists, pedagogues and de-
fectologists‘, february 14 ‘sdsm: sports played 
in schools daily’), or about criticizing local or na-
tional institutions (february 17 ‘sdsm: rushed 
reconstructions have left high-school students 
without electricity’, february 20 ‘sdsm: gynecol-
ogy Clinic left without bCg’)and one critical re-
port where this party‘s position is observed, how-
ever it is not demonized, in the negotiations with 
dUi (february 14: ‚what does the dilemma imply, 
will the offered guarantees from Zaev mean de 
facto acceptance of the platform of albanians, 
meaning full bilingualism of the state‘). 

in regards to the party dUi, the tV station 
mainly reported fairly, and with occasional criti-
cal observation of the moves of the party in terms 
of negotiations for a government (february 16: 
‘while sdsm are waiting for the signatures, dUi’s 
leader paid homage to the two-headed eagle in 
Chair, on the occasion of the anniversary of the 
conflict in 2001‘). 

although to a smaller extent, the tV station 
expressed opinions in reporting about the work 
of sppo, which was one-sided (february 22 ‘first 
instance Court skopje 1: Janeva and fetai be-
haved insolently and unprofessionally’, february 
22 ‘ristovski: Katica Janeva and fatime fetai are 
continuing to act as if in a circus‘).
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Number of reports related to the various topics on Alfa Television (February 13 – 17 and 20 – 24)

during the reporting period, alfa tV pub-
lished 150 reports related to political life and 
the democratic reforms in the country. the 
most frequently presented topic were the 
projects and measures of the government 
and of other institutions (41 reports), the ne-
gotiations for constituting a government (24 

reports), the work of public institutions (16 re-
ports), the state of the economy (7 reports), 6 
reports on state bilingualism, 6 on promoting 
projects by the parties and 6 on the work of 
sppo. in five reports, the topic was the orga-
nization of the elections, i.e. the investigation 
opened by ppo for financing the campaign.

1. covered Topics

Topic 1
Organization of early parliamentary elections (assessments of PACE of how the elections were 
organized)

Topic 3 Pre-election activities of political parties

Topic 4
Promotion of projects and measures of the Government and of other institutions (promotions or 
announcements by ministers, representatives of local self-governments and of other officials).

Topic 6
Regular activities of Government and authority representatives (resolving current issues, protocol 
activities, etc.)

Topic 7 Operations of the Special Public Prosecutor›s Office (and other topics related to SPPO)

Topic 11
Proposal for expanded use of Albanian language (reports that cover in more depth the proposal for 
using the languages, in which the context of negotiations for forming a government is secondary)

Topic 12 Economy and investments (foreign investments, budget investments, employment)

Topic 13 Borrowings and state of public debt

Topic 14 The media and their work

Topic 15 Regular activities of public institutions, meeting or failing to meet their obligations

Topic 16 Miscellaneous 

Topic 18 Education

Topic 19 Negotiations for forming a government

Topic 20 De-Sorosoization 

Topic 21 Activities of political parties related to current events (judiciary system, health sector, etc.)
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regarding the most frequently presented 
topic, the tV station reported about current 
projects that are being implemented (february 
13 ‚the number of foreign tourists in macedonia 
has doubled‘), and about announced projects 
(february 14: ‚the highways skopje - blace and 
gostivar - Kicevo are being designed‘). the tV sta-
tion uses statements of foreign representatives 
and their commending words presented in the 
reports benefit the favourable reporting about 
successful government policies (february 17 
‘miller: i am impressed with the economic prog-
ress of macedonia‘, february 20 ‚in the analysis 
made by the irish agency for researching health-
care services, it was underlined that macedonia 
has moved up from the 27th to the 16th posi-
tion on the european health Consumer index in 
2014, because of the project ‘my scheduled ap-
pointment’. some of these reports were about 
the reports of mayors from the party Vmro-
dpmne, who also announced the projects for 
this year (february 13 ‘the municipality of Lo-
zovo, with assistance from the government and 
donations they have received, has implemented 
several projects that are of vital importance for 
the citizens’, february 21 ‘in the municipality 
of Kisela Voda, 80 percent of the foreseen pro-
gramme has been implemented‘). the media did 
not take into account that new local elections 
are due this year, and the position from which 
they are making these promises, nor did they 
pay note to whether this is an early elections 

campaign for elections that are still uncertain, 
in the light of current political events. 

regarding the negotiations for constituting 
a government, most of the reports referred to 
covering party meetings and sessions. how-
ever, some of the reports were favourable to-
wards the position of Vmro-dpmne (february 
23 ‘Vmro-dpmne are saying that they will not 
allow macedonia to be redefined‘), and accusa-
tory towards the standpoints of sdsm and dUi, 
whose negotiations for a new government were 
ongoing (february 23 ‚the government led by 
sdsm and dUi would disregard the will of mace-
donians‘). in this context, the tV station also re-
ported about bilingualism that came as a result 
of the negotiations, by publishing manipulative 
reports (alfa learns) – february 24 ‘the denar 
will become bilingual. fines up to eUr 5 000 
for failing to implement bilingualism. details 
from the legal solution for albanian language 
accepted by Zoran Zaev‘. 

the reports about the work of sppo were 
mainly reactions from Vmro-dpmne, and the 
tV station continued to report on the topic of 
‘de-sorosoization’, this time in the context of 
international examples used to defend this pro-
cess in the country initiated by Vmro-dpmne 
(february 15 “fox news presented an analysis 
showing the leader of the open society foun-
dation as someone who wants to use his power 
and influence balkan countries, to use his mon-
ey to change and tailor politics’).

the most presented political entity in the 
tV station’s reports was the party sdsm (83 
reports). then followed Vmro-dpmne with 
62 and the officials from this party with 45 re-
ports. in 42 reports, the subjects were interna-
tional institutions, embassies, foreign experts 
and officials. then followed dUi (37 reports) 
and dUi officials with another 6 reports, while 
8 reports mentioned parties from the coalition 
led by Vmro-dpmne ‘for a better macedonia’ 
and in 7 reports it was the movement besa. 
out of the other,, non-party entities, 33 reports 
mentioned local and state institutions, sppo 
was featured in 15 reports, in 14 reports it was 
the public prosecutor‘s office, in 7 - the presi-
dent of state and in 3 it was the civil society, 
i.e. ngos and foundations. in terms of content, 
the political standpoints of Vmro-dpmne and 
their officials were predominant over others (in 
99 cases the reports were favourable), and an 

especially negative attitude was directed to-
wards sdsm (41 reports), towards sppo (9) in 
as many towards dUi (9) and towards interna-
tional institutions and embassies in 7 reports.

the tV station reported information from 
the party Vmro-dpmne for promoting proj-
ects non-critically, and during the monitoring 
period the most coverage went to the leader of 
the party nikola gruevski, by publishing his sta-
tuses on facebook (february 15 ‘Vmro-dpmne 
leader, nikola gruevski, posted on his facebook 
profile that their goal is to improve the real life 
of the people’). 

that same favourable approach was used for 
Vmro-dpmne officials, such as the minister of 
health nikola todorov with the announcements 
for new medications and courses of treatment 
(february 14 ‘a new course of treatment for six 
kinds of carcinoma’) as well as local officials from 
Vmro-dpmne (february 14 ‘prilep is investing 

2. poliTical enTiTies
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Approach to reporting about political entities on Alfa Television (February 13 – 17 and February 20 – 24)

in sports facilities’, february 16 ‘facades will be 
renovated of residential buildings in aerodrom’). 

the accusatory stand towards the party 
sdsm was noted in the reports about the ne-
gotiations for constituting a government cabi-
net, where the leader of the party, Zoran Zaev, 
was accused without support from arguments, 
for making accessions and bargaining in order 
to save himself personally from persecution 
for an alleged crime (february 17 ‘because 
of two acts that call for imprisonment, Zaev 
is now willing to make any kind of accession 
and any kind of bargaining’). this attitude was 
also encountered in the reports about the in-
vestigation of the public prosecutor’s office 
for financing the election campaign of last 
year (february 13: ‘some media outlets have 
already published that this step of the public 
prosecutor’s office has caused panic among 
the leadership of sdsm’), and in these accu-
sations, the tV station used other media as 
sources (february 21 ‘netpress: Vice, Zoran Za-
ev’s brother and ex minister oliver spasovski 
under investigation for involvement in elector-
al irregularities’, february 16 ‘exit: bogoevski 
made the announcement, Zaev is using sppo 
to blackmail ahmeti’). 

the oppositional party was also mentioned 
in a demonizing context in reports relating so-
called ‘de-sorosoization’, in which the role of 
the ngo ‘open society fund’ was attacked at 
the same time (february 17 ‘sdsm and soros, 
along with their activists, are publically lynching 
the actor Vlado Jovanovski, simply because he 

warned against a war - in case Zaev accepts the 
entire platform of the albanians’), which was a 
topic that continued to be covered, although to 
a lesser extent. the tV station used the same 
negative tone in reports where, without reserv-
ing judgement, they share the standpoints pre-
sented in the show ‘Vo Centar’ (dead Centre) 
that is aired on tV station Kanal 5, where the 
role of the soros foundation in macedonia is 
placed under attack, as well as the role of Us-
aid and the ‘Colourful revolution’ as ‘external 
enemies’ of macedonia (february 21 ‘the web 
of the ‘ngos’ is untangling along with the way 
in which they function in macedonia, under the 
protection of soros and Usaid’’ (february 22 
‘eftov ‘Vo Centar’ - ‘Colourful revolution’, ter-
rorist threats and blocking the border – a coor-
dinated strategy against macedonia’). 

the most expressive demonizing report-
ing about international representatives in the 
country (without entities) were directed to-
wards ambassador Jess bailey, who was report-
ed to face threats for an investigation for his 
ties to soros (february 14: ‘the group of con-
gressmen and one senator asked for an expla-
nation from ambassador Jess bailey for his ties 
to george soros’). in a report in which the tV 
station used opinions ‘Vo Centar’ (dead Centre) 
(february 20 ‘eftov: intercepted communica-
tions in macedonia was a grand-scale opera-
tion’), ‘foreign factors’ were accused without 
any argument support, for standing behind the 
alleged ‘grand-scale’ interception of communi-
cations in macedonia.
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however, in the reports about the activi-
ties of the association ‘macedonian manifesto’ 
(february 21 ‘macedonia is under attack from 
foreign meddlers who intent to destroy the 
macedonian people’), a favourable stand was 
taken towards the opinions that were pre-
sented as ‘patriotic’ and as an attempt to de-
fend the country from such enemies. a com-
mendable tone was used in informing about 
the report from the heritage foundation from 
america about the level of economic liberties 
(february 16, ‘’heritage’: macedonia comes 
31st worldwide when it comes to economic 
liberties’, february 17 ‘the author of the re-
port of ‘heritage’: macedonia’s progress is ex-
tensive’). when covering international institu-
tions, favourable report were presented about 
the work of the european parliament, more 
specifically about several mps from the ‘group 
of friends of macedonia’ who, according to 
the tV station, are defending the interests of 
our country (february 14 ‘318 amendments of 

the resolution for macedonia in the european 
parliament). a propagandist report informed 
about ‘my scheduled appointment’, which is 
a healthcare project that was promoted as a 
successful example from macedonia for the 
world (february 20 ‘macedonia’s project ‘my 
scheduled appointment’ has become popular 
worldwide, after serbia, now ireland wants to 
introduce it in order to regulate the chaos in 
their hospitals’).

the attacks on the work of sppo that 
lack argument support continued, especially 
against Katica Janeva, who along with prosecu-
tor fatime fetai were accused of a ‘theatrical 
display’ at the hearing about the violence in the 
municipality of Centar, where the first defen-
dant is Vmro-dpmne leader nikola gruevski 
(february 22 ‘theatrical display in the Criminal 
Court. Janeva and fetai turned today’s hearing 
about the violence in ‘Centar’ into a market-
place’) and threats towards the judges in the 
statement provided for deutsche welle.
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Number of reports related to the various topics on Alsat M, news in Macedonian (February 13 – 17 and 20 – 24)

in their news in macedonian, tV station alsat m 
published a total of 104 reports that refer to the 
political life and the democratic reforms in the 
country. a convincing lead in terms of representa-
tion went to the topic of negotiations for consti-
tuting a new government cabinet (50 reports), af-
ter which came the reports on the work of sppo 
(22), of the public authorities (13 reports), state 

bilingualism which was brought upon by the ne-
gotiations for a government (9 reports), the topic 
of organizing the elections in the context of the 
investigation for campaign financing (2 reports), 
education (2) and other topics that were not as 
frequently presented. for the most part, the con-
tents of the news in macedonian were identical 
with the ones on the news in albanian.

1. covered Topics

Topic 1
Organization of early parliamentary elections (assessments of PACE of how the elections were 
organized)

Topic 3 Pre-election activities of political parties

Topic 4
Promotion of projects and measures of the Government and of other institutions (promotions or 
announcements by ministers, representatives of local self-governments and of other officials).

Topic 6
Regular activities of Government and authority representatives (resolving current issues, protocol 
activities, etc.)

Topic 7 Operations of the Special Public Prosecutor›s Office (and other topics related to SPPO)

Topic 11
Proposal for expanded use of Albanian language (reports that cover in more depth the proposal for 
using the languages, in which the context of negotiations for forming a government is secondary)

Topic 12 Economy and investments (foreign investments, budget investments, employment)

Topic 13 Borrowings and state of public debt

Topic 14 The media and their work

Topic 15 Regular activities of public institutions, meeting or failing to meet their obligations

Topic 16 Miscellaneous 

Topic 18 Education

Topic 19 Negotiations for forming a government

Topic 20 De-Sorosoization 

Topic 21 Activities of political parties related to current events (judiciary system, health sector, etc.)
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the news contained reports about inter-
party meetings between sdsm and dUi regard-
ing the negotiations for constituting a gov-
ernment, the back-and-forth between Vmro-
dpmne – dUi concerning state bilingualism 
following the unsuccessful negotiations (febru-
ary 13 ‘osmani: we do not distinguish between 
sdsm and Vmro in terms of ethnic issues’), 
the messages from the international commu-
nity (february 13 ‘hahn and the international 
community are ruling out a government consti-
tuted by Vmro since they are opposed sppo’, 
february 15 ‘Zbogar is optimistic about the 
swift solution of the crisis’), the inspection con-
trols in the municipalities managed by mayors 
from dUi that have declared themselves as op-
posed to a coalition with Vmro-dpmne (febru-
ary 17 ‘arifi: the controls of the businesses are 
contentious‘). 

when covering the work of public institu-
tions, reports were shown about judiciary bod-
ies (february 16 ‘the Criminal and supreme 
Courts are still without appointed presidents‘), 
especially numerous regarding the re-distribu-
tion of judges in the Criminal Court, and there 
were also reports about discrimination on an 
ethnic basis, such as the one about the court 
process ‘sopot’ (february 20 ‘although after 
publishing the evidence for their innocence, 

the defendants were released from prison, they 
to this very day roam the courtrooms in the 
country, concerning the same case’). 

as far as the work of the sppo is concerned, 
the tV station reported about the investiga-
tions of this prosecutor’s office surrounding 
the financing of Vmro-dpmne, Janeva’s elabo-
ration before the Council of prosecutors, the 
hearing about the violence in the municipality 
of Centar and the fines for prosecutors Janeva 
and fetai and the mainly external support and 
the interior obstacles that this prosecutor‘s of-
fice is facing. 

besides mentioning them in the context of 
negotiations, 9 reports were also aired about 
state bilingualism. the tV station analysed the 
topic by opposing expert opinions (february 21 
‘experts: a complete and rounded up law on 
use of albanian language‘, february 23 ‚sha-
sivari: promoting albanian language, however 
not making it official’). a report was broadcast 
about the denied right for albanians to learn 
in their mother tongue (february 17 ‘albanian 
children are calling for their mothers in macedo-
nian. pupils from the village banjica, municipal-
ity Chashka in Veles, are not fortunate enough 
to learn the 36 letters of the albanian alphabet. 
this is because their right to an education in 
their mother tongue has been denied’).

sdsm in 78 reports and dUi in 70 reports 
were the most frequently presented entities 
in the news in macedonian on this tV station. 
following these two entities, with almost half 
the number of reports (46) was Vmro-dpmne, 
in 28 reports the subject was the alliance 
for albanians and in 17 besa. in 10 reports it 
was the officials of dUi and in 5 it was Vmro-
dpmne. when it comes to other entities, in 40 
reports subjects were local and national au-
thorities, in 38 reports it was the sppo. when 
it comes to other entities, very few reports 
dealt with them. 

in most of the reports, the tV station merely 
conveyed information from sources, without 
giving any value judgements.

in 25 reports, the journalists provided a criti-
cal observation of the topics they covered, and 
these mostly referred to public institutions 
(11), the work of dUi officials (3) and to Vmro-
dpmne and officials from that party (5), one re-
port was about the president of state. 

Critical reporting about the work of public 

institutions can be mostly related to the criti-
cisms of institutions governed by dUi officials 
who are ‘under the ever-watchful eye’ of this 
tV station. during the analysed period, the 
actions of the minister of education were dis-
cussed regarding two educational institutions 
- a primary school in a village near Veles, Klu-
kovec, which is functioning in poor conditions 
(february 14 ‘minister of education, pishtar 
Ljuftiu, failed to keep his promise of sending a 
task force in the village near Veles, Klukovec, 
to assess the situation of the primary school 
‘Vasil glavinov’), as well as the accountabil-
ity of this official regarding the fact that the 
most recently opened University in the country 
‘mother theresa’ is still without a building (feb-
ruary 20 ‘mes: the University ‘mother theresa’ 
left without a building because of the crisis’). 
the minister of economy was also criticized for 
not giving a report on his spending (february 
21 ‘the ministry of economy gives no response 
about their expenses. Kuchi is refusing to pro-
vide a report’). 

2. poliTical enTiTies
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Approach to reporting about political entities on Alsat M, 
news in Macedonian (February 13 – 17 and February 20 – 24)

reports on Vmro-dpmne was mainly con-
sisted of conveying their positions (february 
22 ‘gruevski: sdsm are redefining their coun-
try’) and to a lower extent the standpoints of 
this party on state bilingualism were observed. 
at the same time, the policy of the party was 
‘identified’ in the opinions of the macedonian 
orthodox Church, stated by the bishop ag-
atangel (february 14 ‘the call of the member 
of the moC synod came after Vmro-dpmne 
failed to form a government cabinet with dUi 
– a process that, according to nikola gruevski, 
failed solely because of the request to provide 
the status of a national language to albanian 
language’). expert opinions were also used to 
show well-argued criticism on moC’s interfer-
ence with politics (february 24 ‘shasivari: to 
promote albanian language, however not to 
make it an official language’ moC’). Critical 
observation was also noted in the report ana-
lysing the implementation of the existing Law 

on Language Use (february 17 ‘albanians in 
Chashka have been assimilated, the pupils have 
never seen the 36 letters of the albanian alpha-
bet’) and in the report about the trial for the 
defendants in the case ‘divo naselje’ (february 
17 ‘the accused in ‘divo naselje’, victims of po-
litical framings - lawyers claim’). 

reports on the party sdsm were fair and 
they were mainly consisted of conveying the 
opinions of their representatives about the ne-
gotiations for constituting a government cabi-
net. the only report aired during this analysed 
period that showed a favourable approach was 
about this party, and it referred to public opin-
ion research, where the albanians have stated 
that they prefer sdsm to any albanian party 
(february 14 ‘survey: sdsm is the leading party 
with albanians’). the report is also aimed at 
criticizing the albanian parties, especially dUi, 
who as they say ‘have failed to represent alba-
nian national interests’.
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Number of reports related to the various topics on Alsat M, news in Albanian (February 13 – 17 and 20 – 24)

in their news in albanian, tV station alsat 
m published a total of 96 reports that refer to 
the political life and the democratic reforms in 
the country. a convincing lead in terms of rep-
resentation went to the topic of negotiations 
for constituting a new government cabinet (41 
reports), after which came the reports on the 

work of sppo (22), state bilingualism which was 
brought upon by the negotiations for a govern-
ment (12 reports), the work of public institutions 
(9 reports), the topic of the economy (4 reports), 
2 reports on the organization of the elections 
(investigation about financial the elections cam-
paign), two about the education sector, etc.

1. covered Topics

Topic 1
Organization of early parliamentary elections (assessments of PACE of how the elections were 
organized)

Topic 3 Pre-election activities of political parties

Topic 4
Promotion of projects and measures of the Government and of other institutions (promotions or 
announcements by ministers, representatives of local self-governments and of other officials).

Topic 6
Regular activities of Government and authority representatives (resolving current issues, protocol 
activities, etc.)

Topic 7 Operations of the Special Public Prosecutor›s Office (and other topics related to SPPO)

Topic 11
Proposal for expanded use of Albanian language (reports that cover in more depth the proposal for 
using the languages, in which the context of negotiations for forming a government is secondary)

Topic 12 Economy and investments (foreign investments, budget investments, employment)

Topic 13 Borrowings and state of public debt

Topic 14 The media and their work

Topic 15 Regular activities of public institutions, meeting or failing to meet their obligations

Topic 16 Miscellaneous 

Topic 18 Education

Topic 19 Negotiations for forming a government

Topic 20 De-Sorosoization 

Topic 21 Activities of political parties related to current events (judiciary system, health sector, etc.)
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the most frequently presented entity, in 

80 reports, was sdsm, then came dUi in 67 
reports, Vmro-dpmne in 39, the Coalition al-
liance for albanians in 33, besa in 22, and of-
ficials of dUi in 9, i.e. of Vmro-dpmne in 3 re-
ports. when it comes to other entities, sppo 
were prevalent in 47 reports, which was fol-
lowed by public institutions (42), president of 
state (18), the public prosecutor‘s office in 9 
reports. in most of the reports in the news in 
albanian on alsat m the information was mere-
ly conveyed from the source.

in most of the reports there was no expres-
sive journalistic, or editorial opinions expressed. 
in a small number of reports (39), a critical stand 
was expressed towards some problem in the 
context of protecting public interest. 

the work of public institutions received the 
strongest critical observation (february 20 ‘the 
process has been postponed for 7 years, al-
though innocence has been proven in ‘sopot’’), 
as well as dUi officials (february 20 ‘the work of 
Umt, mes are using the crisis as an excuse. mes 

is using the crisis as an excuse for not building 
the facility of Umt, and Umt was established in 
a crisis’) as did Vmro-dpmne and sppo in one 
case each (february 20 ‘the process has been 
postponed for 7 years, despite the fact that in-
nocence has been proven in ‘sopot’’) and sdsm. 

the role of the president of state, through 
his competence for assigning a mandate for 
constituting a government has also been sub-
jected to analysis and critical reporting. the 
president was journalistically ‘reproached’ for 
being a puppet of Vmro-dpmne (february 13 
‘ivanov at the service of gruevski and Vmro’), 
and his opinions were critically observed as an 
obstacle for potential coalition between sdsm 
and dUi (february 17 ‘the implementation of 
dUi’s platform may be viewed as a danger’, feb-
ruary 17 ‘the president may stall, however he 
may not avoid signing’). 

the reports about the party Vmro-dpmne 
most often conveyed their standpoints (an-
nouncements or statements), however some 
statements, especially about the opinions of 

the news programme on television alsat 
m in albanian was almost identical to the one 
in macedonian language, with some changes 
due to the time in which they air (the macedo-
nian edition is three hours later). so, in terms 
of the most frequently presented topic – the 
negotiations for a government cabinet, the 
focus of reporting in the edition in albanian, 
once again, were the meetings between the 
parties, mainly sdsm and dUi, and between 
other parties (february 13 ‘the materials sent 
by sdsm are being reviewed by dUi and the al-
liance’), the messages from the international 
community, the duel between dUi and Vmro-
dpmne concerning state bilingualism (febru-
ary 13 ‘Vmro and dUi are still arguing about 
the failure to establish a government‘), the in-
spection controls in the municipalities led by 
mayors from dUi who declared themselves to 
be against a coalition with Vmro-dpmne. 

when covering the work of the institutions, 
most frequently the reports were about judicia-
ry bodies (february 16 ‚it‘s been over two months 
without presidents, only acting officials‘, febru-
ary 21 (Judges who acted in accordance with re-
quests from sppo are being demoted’) and the 
pollution (february 14 ‘the guardian: tetovo is 
the most polluted city in europe’). 

the work of sppo was also one of the most 
frequently presented topics, and reports were 
also shown about the investigation in reK 
bitola, the elaboration of Janeva before the 
Council of prosecutors for rescinding ‘Coup’, 
as well as issuing a fine for both prosecutors 
from sppo at the hearing about the violence 
in Centar. 

the tV station reported about state bilin-
gualism in 12 reports, which was a topic that 
came out of the negotiations for constituting 
a government cabinet. in one of the reports, 
they reveal details from the bill for a law that 
is under negotiations, as ‘official, spoken as 
well as written’ (february 16) and calling to 
their sources they published that sdsm‘s law 
is for ‚albanian language at all levels, and the 
municipalities where there are no albanians 
will have to be able to respond in albanian’ 
(february 16). in this context, the issue of 
ethnic relations was analysed (macedonian – 
albanian), and the tV station published the 
opinion of former politician hisni shakjiri, 
according to whom ‘the turning of albanian 
voters to sdsm is an expression of dissatisfac-
tion from albanian politicians who used the 
national issue for over two decades, just to 
get rich’ (february 14).

2. poliTical enTiTies
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Approach to reporting on political entities on Alsat M, 
news in Albanian (February 13 – 17 and 20 – 24)

the party about failing to form a government 
cabinet with dUi were covered critically, most 
often criticism was directed towards the leader 
of the party nikola gruevski for his radical opin-
ions in terms of the law on languages (february 
14 ‘however, gruevski too is mixing politics and 
religion and he has blamed muslim priests for 

campaigning against him’, february 14 ‘follow-
ing gruevski, agatangel too is against albanian 
language’). the tV station also linked this party 
to the protests of the civil association ‘for a 
Joint macedonia’ (february 24 ‘although Vmro 
are denying it, alsat learns that Vmro is behind 
these protests’).
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Number of reports related to the various topics on TV 21, news in Macedonian (February 13 – 17 and 20 – 24)

in their news in macedonian, tV station 21 
published a total of 120 reports that refer to 
the political life and the democratic reforms 
in the country.almost half of them (56 reports) 
were related to political negotiations for con-
stituting a new government cabinet following 
the parliamentary elections.the media outlet 

also published frequent reports on the work of 
state and local authorities, as well as the activi-
ties of the special public prosecutor’s office.
other topics were not as commonly presented.
for the most part, the contents of the news in 
macedonian were identical with the ones on 
the news in albanian.

1. covered Topics

Topic 1
Organization of early parliamentary elections (assessments of PACE of how the elections were 
organized)

Topic 3 Pre-election activities of political parties

Topic 4
Promotion of projects and measures of the Government and of other institutions (promotions or 
announcements by ministers, representatives of local self-governments and of other officials).

Topic 6
Regular activities of Government and authority representatives (resolving current issues, protocol 
activities, etc.)

Topic 7 Operations of the Special Public Prosecutor›s Office (and other topics related to SPPO)

Topic 11
Proposal for expanded use of Albanian language (reports that cover in more depth the proposal for 
using the languages, in which the context of negotiations for forming a government is secondary)

Topic 12 Economy and investments (foreign investments, budget investments, employment)

Topic 13 Borrowings and state of public debt

Topic 14 The media and their work

Topic 15 Regular activities of public institutions, meeting or failing to meet their obligations

Topic 16 Miscellaneous 

Topic 18 Education

Topic 19 Negotiations for forming a government

Topic 20 De-Sorosoization 

Topic 21 Activities of political parties related to current events (judiciary system, health sector, etc.)
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the main focus of reporting about the nego-
tiations for forming a government was placed 
on inter-party and intra-party meetings which 
comprised this process.in parallel with report-
ing about the opinions of members of Vmro-
dpmne regarding them not giving up on the 
idea for a government in coalition with dUi, 
opinions of members of dUi stating they are 
against a government with Vmro-dpmne, mes-
sages from representatives of the international 
community, analytical reports with debates 
among experts about the general situation 
and individual aspects of it (the albanian plat-
form, etc.).four reports were also shown about 
state bilingualism, as a topic that was directly 
linked to forming a government.they covered 
analyses about how it would be implemented, 
as well as a reportage segment about macedo-
nians and albanians speaking both languages. 

regarding the work of the authorities, reports 
were shown about court proceedings and the 
state of the judiciary system, air pollution, public 
transport, the registry of paedophiles and other 
topics.the reports on the state of the economy 
contained a critical tone and they discussed the 
burdening of the pension system and the debts 
of the state owed to the economy sector.

regarding the special public prosecutor’s 
office, reports were shown about the discus-
sions between the prosecutor’s office and the 
Council of public prosecutors regarding the po-
tential reinstatement of the case ‘Coup’, which 
was dropped by sppo, then about the various 
investigations led by sppo, the hearings about 
the violent protests in front of the municipal-
ity of Centar and the opinion of Vmro-dpmne 
against the extension of the mandate of this 
prosecutor‘s office.

dUi with 68 and sdsm with 65 reports pub-
lished about them, were the most frequently 
presented political entities on the tV station 
during the reporting period, mainly because 
they were in the centre of attention of the 
negotiations for forming a government.45 re-
ports were published about Vmro-dpmne and 
8 about besa, and other parties were not as 
frequently presented.the special public pros-
ecutor’s office was presented in 31 reports 
and public authorities in 21 reports, and these 
were the most frequently presented non-party 
subjects.in terms of contents, the opinions and 
positions of any political party were not pre-
sented as prevalent over others‘.

expressing any kind of journalistic opinion in 
the reporting is not typical for this tV station, 
and such occurrences were sporadic.during the 
reporting period, a report was published about 
the role of women in society, which pointed 
out teuta arifi from dUi and radmila shekerin-
ska from sdsm as positive examples (february 
17:‘these two ladies took active participation 
in political events in macedonia.more precise-
ly, they are part of the negotiations between 
sdsm and dUi for forming the new govern-
ment’).Contrary to this, there were also reports 
in which these parties were criticized, also re-
lated to the forming of a government (february 
21:‘the parties are silent, the public is asking 

for answers, the negotiations about albanian 
language are continuing’). 

the activities of Vmro-dpmne were under 
critical observation in several cases, related 
to the opinion of the party about the work of 
sppo, and a documentary film was also broad-
cast about the controversial historical persona 
– andon Janev Kjoseto at the premises of the 
municipality of butel (february 22:‘during the 
election campaign last year, Vmro-dpmne 
leader nikola gruevski made a reference to the 
name and actions of ‘Kjoseto’, in order to send a 
message to his political opponent, sdsm leader 
Zoran Zaev.in his words: ‘if delchev were alive, 
he would send ‘Kjoseto’ to finish the story with 
this man’, many saw an open threat to Zaev and 
fear from an election defeat’).in some reports, 
critical observations were made of the work of 
the officials of this party (february 24:‘a while 
ago, photographs emerged on social networks 
of members of the army wearing torn up and 
stitched up uniforms.the poor condition of the 
uniforms was also confirmed by the indepen-
dent trade Union of professional soldiers’). 

Critical reporting was most often present in 
the reports on the work of state and local au-
thorities, more precisely the ministry of Labour 
and social policy (february 14:‘the ministry of 
social policy has not replied yet about the ef-
ficiency of the registry of paedophiles and why 

2. poliTical enTiTies
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Approach to reporting on political entities on TV 21, news in Macedonian (February 13 – 17 and 20 – 24)

they have not published the names of con-
victed persons for two years’), the government 
about the borrowings (february 14:‘by the end 
of 2016, the level of public debt has reached 
50.1 per cent of the gdp, amounting to over 
4.7 million euro, which is twice as more than 
it was in 2008’), the City of skopje for public 
transportation (february 16:‘the City of skopje 
is ignoring the requests of albanian councillors 
to bring back the two bus lines with numbers 
9 and 19’), the government over the debts to 

the economy sector (february 17:‘the techni-
cal government is failing to meet their obliga-
tions, the business community are asking for 
fast forming of a new government’), the gov-
ernment for their employment policies (febru-
ary 21:‘with the intention of cutting down un-
employment, the government of the republic 
of macedonia is subsidizing payment of social 
insurance contributions for new employees, 
thus causing distress to the pension fund, is the 
opinion of the world bank’) etc.
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Tv 21
ALbANIAN LANGUAGE
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Number of reports related to the various topics on TV 21, news in Albanian (February 13 – 17 and 20 – 24)

in their news in albanian, tV station 21 
published a total of 112 reports that refer to 
the political life and the democratic reforms 
in the country.the topic that was by far most 
frequently presented was the negotiations 
for constituting a new government cabinet 
(52 reports), and from other topics there was 
more intense reporting about the work of 
public institutions (17 reports) and the activi-

ties of the special public prosecutor’s office 
(10 reports).7 reports were also aired about 
state bilingualism, as a topic directly linked to 
the establishment of a government cabinet.
reports on other topics were shown less of-
ten.for the most part, during the monitored 
period, the contents of the news in albanian 
were identical with the ones on the news in 
macedonian

1. covered Topics

Topic 1
Organization of early parliamentary elections (assessments of PACE of how the elections were 
organized)

Topic 3 Pre-election activities of political parties

Topic 4
Promotion of projects and measures of the Government and of other institutions (promotions or 
announcements by ministers, representatives of local self-governments and of other officials).

Topic 6
Regular activities of Government and authority representatives (resolving current issues, protocol 
activities, etc.)

Topic 7 Operations of the Special Public Prosecutor›s Office (and other topics related to SPPO)

Topic 11
Proposal for expanded use of Albanian language (reports that cover in more depth the proposal for 
using the languages, in which the context of negotiations for forming a government is secondary)

Topic 12 Economy and investments (foreign investments, budget investments, employment)

Topic 13 Borrowings and state of public debt

Topic 14 The media and their work

Topic 15 Regular activities of public institutions, meeting or failing to meet their obligations

Topic 16 Miscellaneous 

Topic 18 Education

Topic 19 Negotiations for forming a government

Topic 20 De-Sorosoization 

Topic 21 Activities of political parties related to current events (judiciary system, health sector, etc.)
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regarding the negotiations for forming a 
government cabinet, most of the reports fo-
cused on the activities of the parties that were 
involved in the process, sdsm and dUi, as well 
as the messages of representatives of the in-
ternational community.extracts were aired 
from debate shows where the political state 
was viewed analytically, and especially the so 
called albanian platform, and messages were 
also shown from representatives of different 
parties, from high officials from dUi stating 
they are against a government in coalition with 
Vmro-dpmne, from high officials from Vmro-
dpmne stating that they are not giving up on 
the idea of forming a government with dUi, 
etc.in the seven reports on state bilingualism, 
this topic was viewed in more detail, and the 
context of negotiations for forming a govern-
ment was moved to the side lines.they covered 
analyses about how it would be implemented, 
as well as a reportage segment about macedo-
nians and albanians speaking both languages. 

Court proceedings and the state of the ju-
dicial system, air pollution, problems with 
public transportation, the functioning of the 
registry of paedophiles and other topics were 
presented in reporting about the work of state 
and local authorities.the reports on the state 
of the economy contained a critical tone and 
they discussed the burdening of the pension 
system and the debts of the state owed to the 
economy sector. 

there was regular coverage of the work of 
the special public prosecutor’s office, with 
reports regarding the discussions between 
the prosecutor’s office and the Council of 
public prosecutors regarding the potential 
reinstatement of the case ‘Coup’, from which 
sppo withdrew, then about the various inves-
tigations led by sppo, the hearings about the 
violent protests in front of the municipality 
of Centar and the opinion of Vmro-dpmne 
against the extension of the mandate of this 
prosecutor‘s office.

dUi, as a party that on one hand was directly 
involved in the negotiations for the constitu-
tion of a government cabinet and a participant 
in the current cabinet with their officials on the 
other hand, was most frequently mentioned in 
the news on this tV station, with 77 reports 
published about them.then followed sdsm 
with 67 reports, followed by Vmro-dpmne 
with 42 reports, the alliance for albanians with 
18 and besa with 10, while other political en-
tities were not as frequently mentioned.the 
most frequently mentioned non-party entity 
was the special public prosecutor’s office with 
24 published reports, as well as state and local 
institutions with 17. in terms of contents, the 
opinions and positions of any subject were not 
presented as predominant over others’.

in most cases, reporting on political entities 
did not include a journalistic intervention and 
no opinions were provided, not even a criti-
cal observation.favourizing was sporadic, and 
demonizing of entities was not present at all.
the only instance of a report with elements of 
favourable reporting was when a report was 
published about the role of women in society, 
which pointed out teuta arifi from dUi and 
radmila shekerinska from sdsm as positive 
examples (february 17:‘these two ladies took 
active participation in political events in mace-

donia.more precisely, they are part of the ne-
gotiations between sdsm and dUi for forming 
the new government’).nevertheless, criticisms 
were also directed at these two parties, most-
ly regarding the secrecy of the negotiation 
process for forming a government (february 
21:‘the parties are silent, the public is asking 
for answers, the negotiations about albanian 
language are continuing’). 

the activities of Vmro-dpmne were under 
critical observation in several cases, related 
to the opinion of the party about the work of 
sppo, and a documentary film was also broad-
cast about the controversial historical persona 
– andon Janev Kjoseto at the premises of the 
municipality of butel (february 22:‘during the 
election campaign last year, Vmro-dpmne 
leader nikola gruevski made a reference to the 
name and actions of ‘Kjoseto’, in order to send a 
message to his political opponent, sdsm leader 
Zoran Zaev.in his words: ‘if delchev were alive, 
he would send ‘Kjoseto’ to finish the story with 
this man’, many saw an open threat to Zaev and 
fear from an election defeat’).in some reports, 
critical observations were made of the work of 
the officials of this party (february 24:‘a while 
ago, photographs emerged on social networks 
of members of the army wearing torn up and 
stitched up uniforms.the poor condition of the 

2. poliTical enTiTies
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Approach to reporting on political entities on TV 21, news in Albanian (February 13 – 17 and 20 – 24)

uniforms was also confirmed by the indepen-
dent trade Union of professional soldiers’). 

however, critical reporting, when it was 
used, was primarily present in the reports on 
the work of state and local authorities, more 
precisely the ministry of Labour and social pol-
icy (february 14:‘the ministry of social policy 
has not replied yet about the efficiency of the 
registry of paedophiles and why they have not 
published the names of convicted persons for 
two years’), the government about the borrow-
ings (february 14:‘by the end of 2016, the level 
of public debt has reached 50.1 per cent of the 
gdp, amounting to over 4.7 million euro, which 
is twice as more than it was in 2008’), the City 

of skopje for public transportation (february 
16:‘the City of skopje is ignoring the requests of 
albanian councillors to bring back the two bus 
lines with numbers 9 and 19’), the government 
over the debts to the economy sector (february 
17:‘the technical government is failing to meet 
their obligations, the business community are 
asking for fast forming of a new government’), 
the government for their employment poli-
cies (february 21:‘with the intention of cutting 
down unemployment, the government of the 
republic of macedonia is subsidizing payment 
of social insurance contributions for new em-
ployees, thus causing distress to the pension 
fund, is the opinion of the world bank’) etc.
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Tv NOvA
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Number of reports related to the various topics on Nova Television (February 13 – 17 and 20 – 24)

during the reporting period, nova tV pub-
lished 112 reports related to political life and 
the democratic reforms in the country.the 
topic that was clearly most frequently dis-
cussed on the news of this tV station were 
the discussions for forming a new government 

cabinet (47 reports), after which followed the 
topic of state bilingualism as directly linked to 
the first topic (11 reports).according to that, 
half of the reports shown in the news were 
concerning the most current issue during the 
monitored period.

1. covered Topics

Topic 1
Organization of early parliamentary elections (assessments of PACE of how the elections were 
organized)

Topic 3 Pre-election activities of political parties

Topic 4
Promotion of projects and measures of the Government and of other institutions (promotions or 
announcements by ministers, representatives of local self-governments and of other officials).

Topic 6
Regular activities of Government and authority representatives (resolving current issues, protocol 
activities, etc.)

Topic 7 Operations of the Special Public Prosecutor›s Office (and other topics related to SPPO)

Topic 11
Proposal for expanded use of Albanian language (reports that cover in more depth the proposal for 
using the languages, in which the context of negotiations for forming a government is secondary)

Topic 12 Economy and investments (foreign investments, budget investments, employment)

Topic 13 Borrowings and state of public debt

Topic 14 The media and their work

Topic 15 Regular activities of public institutions, meeting or failing to meet their obligations

Topic 16 Miscellaneous 

Topic 18 Education

Topic 19 Negotiations for forming a government

Topic 20 De-Sorosoization 

Topic 21 Activities of political parties related to current events (judiciary system, health sector, etc.)
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having in mind the role that the political 

party sdsm had during the monitored period, 
as a candidate for constituting a government 
cabinet, reports about them were most fre-
quently presented (91), then followed Vmro-
dpmne along with their government officials 
(71 reports) and dUi (53 reports).only the alli-
ance for albanians (11) and besa (9) were signifi-
cantly less represented than the other parties.
Considering non-party entities, most of the re-
ports were about sppo (16 reports) and ngos 
(12 reports).no political opinions were present-
ed as predominant over others, however an ex-
pressive favourizing attitude was observed in 
the reports about Vmro-dpmne, and a nega-
tive and demonizing one in the reports about 
sdsm, sppo and the civil sector.

demonizing reporting about the social-
democratic Union of macedonia could be ob-
served in reports about the investigation for 
financing the pre-election campaign (february 
13:‘moving on to the topic of politics, more pre-
cisely the topic of politics and crime.the pros-
ecutor’s office reported that an investigation 
is under way about a party…Unofficially, the 

party is sdsm and it is about suspicions about 
the way in which they financed the campaign 
of the elections’), on one of the court process-
es against party leader Zoran Zaev (february 
17:‘on monday there will be a verdict about 
the illegal interception of communication and 
publishing of the conversations of the so called 
bombs, where the defendant is sdsm leader 
Zoran Zaev’), the negotiations about the law on 
languages (february 20:‘is a new attempt being 
made to sneak through an anti-constitutional 
solution?’‘) and the reactions to the accepted 
solutions (february 24:‘on social networks 
a video is being shared about macedonian 
banknotes in two languages, the comments are 
that Zaev has demolished the foundations of 
the country, after the language issue he also 
made an albanian influence to the denar’).in a 
small number of cases, correct critical obser-
vation was shown regarding sdsm’s actions, 
regarding the negotiations for a government 
(february 14:‘no comments yet from ‘bihacka’ 
about its content, despite the announcement 
that they will be implementing the process in a 
transparent way’).

2. Политички субјекти

most of the reports on forming a govern-
ment referred to daily reports about sdsm‘s 
and dUi‘s activities, the meetings held be-
tween the two parties, internal meetings held 
among same party members as well as state-
ments.Vmro-dpmne’s opinions on this topic 
were also reported as well as the requests for 
new elections, the messages from interna-
tional representatives, comments from politi-
cal analysts, etc.regarding state bilingualism, 
reports were published and speculations were 
communicated about a new bill for a law on 
language use arranged by the parties sdsm 
and dUi (february 24:‘agreement between 
sdsm – dUi:3 000 to 5 000 eUr fine for not us-
ing albanian language’). 

reporting on the projects and measures 
of the government and of other institutions 
was the third topic in terms of representation.
Long-term announcements were also covered, 
at the same time ignoring the fact that this is 
a temporary post-elections government, so 
these reports suggested that the current rul-

ing structure will continue to lead the coun-
try.after a longer period of time, once again 
the source of information for some of these 
announcements were posts published by the 
leader of Vmro-dpmne nikola gruevski on his 
facebook page.the special public prosecu-
tor’s office and the work of public institutions 
were rarely covered.the topic of ‘de-sorosoiza-
tion’ was not as present as it was before, with 
reports that american senator mike Lee asked 
for answers from the american ambassador in 
macedonia Jess bailey about donations given 
to ngos, that Cvetin Chilimanov from the as-
sociation ‚stop operation soros‘ gave an inter-
view for the american portal brightbard, and 
segments of the show of journalist Vasko eftov 
were also shown where he claims to untangle 
the web of ‚soros‘s‘ civil organization.report-
ing on the state of the economy was com-
prised of conveying the governments expecta-
tions of economic growth and the report from 
the heritage foundation about the growth of 
economic liberties in the country.
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Approach to reporting about political entities on Nova Television, (February 13 – 17 and February 20 – 24)

several characteristic ways for favourable 
reporting about Vmro-dpmne were observed.
one of them was one-sided reporting where 
the party is blaming other entities (february 
15:‘Kostovski:there is no tender procedure in 
strumica that can be won by someone who is 
not close to the abolished Zaev’).another way 
was through emphasizing that the party is the 
winner of the elections (february 24:‘the gath-
ered people are expressing major anger and 
dissatisfaction with how the will of the mace-
donian people is being let down, on these pre-
election around 455 thousand votes went to 
Vmro-dpmne’).among the most frequently 
used methods was a commending tone in re-
ports about government measures and proj-
ects and economic successes (february 14:‘we 
are still on the topic of economy, building and 
growth.the construction of the road infrastruc-
ture in the county is continuing with a strong 
pace.minister of transport Vlado misajlovski 

has announced that this year approximately 40 
roads will be reconstructed’). 

the media outlet has expressed negative at-
titudes towards sppo in reporting about their 
activities (february 23:‘after yesterday’s scan-
dalous hearing in the Court office skopje - 1, 
Katica Janeva is threatening criminal charges 
against the judge’) and they reported one-sid-
ed accusations that this institution is in con-
nection with the oppositional party (february 
16:‘with the final public messages of bogoevski 
from sdsm, it is confirmed that sppo is a par-
tisan instrument that is used for confronting 
people with different opinions and for black-
mailing dUi, is written by the portal’).the ac-
cusatory style of reporting was also observed 
towards civil organizations, in reports about 
so called ‘de-sorosoization’ (february 16:‘the 
latest lie from the kitchen of sdsm and soros 
stating that the public can see is the allegedly 
independent group of mps’).
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British Embassy Skopje supported the prepa-
ration of this publication, within the project 
Voicing the public interest: Empowering civil 
society in Macedonia. The content of this publi-
cation does not necessarily reflect the position 
or the opinions of the British Embassy.

VOICING THE PUBLIC INTEREST
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